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Overview

Local search is an efficient method for solving hard combinatorial (optimisation) prob-
lems. Instances that are still infeasible for global search may be solvable using lo-
cal search techniques. Traditionally, the implementation of local search algorithms
was error-prone and time-consuming since this usually meant application-tailored al-
gorithms in some low-level imperative language. In recent years however, following
the spirit of constraint programming, systems providing high-level modelling abstrac-
tions together with efficient solving mechanisms have evolved. These systems provide
general frameworks for problem solving using neighbourhood techniques, resulting in
a more declarative solving approach for the user. Local search and constraint satisfac-
tion is an active area of research that attracts and unites many different fields such as
computer science and mathematics.
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Toronto, Canada. It brings together recent research on local search and its integration
with constraint programming. The workshop focuses on any aspect concerning local
search. This includes, but is not limited to, new search heuristics, meta-heuristics, tech-
niques for (incremental) cost calculations, local search systems, comparing or combin-
ing global and local search, and applications solved using neighbourhood techniques.
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Abstract. The paper presents an iterative forward search framework for
solving constraint satisfaction and optimization problems. This frame-
work combines ideas of local search, namely improving a solution by
local steps, with principles of depth-first search, in particular extending
a partial feasible assignment towards a solution. Within this framework,
we also propose and study a conflict-based statistics and explanation-
based arc consistency maintenance. To show the versatility of the pro-
posed framework, the dynamic backtracking algorithm with maintaining
arc consistency is presented as a special instance of the iterative forward
search framework. The presented techniques are compared on random
constraint satisfaction problems and a real-life lecture timetabling prob-
lem.

1 Introduction

Many real-life industrial and engineering problems can be modeled as finite con-
straint satisfaction problems (CSP). A CSP consists of a set of variables associ-
ated with finite domains and a set of constraints restricting the values that the
variables can simultaneously take. In a complete solution of a CSP, a value is
assigned to every variable from the variable’s domain, in such a way that every
constraint is satisfied. Algorithms for solving CSPs usually fall into one of two
main families: systematic search algorithms and local search algorithms.

Most algorithms for solving CSPs search systematically through the possi-
ble assignments of values to variables. Such algorithms are guaranteed to find
a solution, if one exists, or to prove that the problem has no solution. They
start from an empty solution (no variable is assigned) that is extended towards
a complete solution satisfying all the constraints in the problem. Backtracking
occurs when a dead-end is reached. The biggest problem of such backtrack-based
algorithms is that they typically make early mistakes in the search, i.e., a wrong
early assignment can cause a whole subtree to be explored with no success. There
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are several ways of improving standard chronological backtracking. Look-back
enhancements exploit information about the search which has already been per-
formed, e.g., backmarking or backjumping [6]. Look-ahead enhancements exploit
information about the remaining search space via filtering techniques (e.g., via
maintaining arc consistency described in [1, 2]) or variable and value ordering
heuristics [13]. The last group of enhancements is trying to refine the search tree
during the search process, e.g., dynamic backtracking [8].

Local search algorithms [13] (e.g., min-conflict [14] or tabu search [7]) per-
form an incomplete exploration of the search space by repairing an infeasible
complete assignment. Unlike systematic search algorithms, local search algo-
rithms move from one complete (but infeasible) assignment to another, typically
in a non-deterministic manner, guided by heuristics. In general, local search al-
gorithms are incomplete, they do not guarantee finding a complete solution sat-
isfying all the constraints. However, these algorithms may be far more efficient
(wrt. response time) than systematic ones in finding a solution. For optimization
problems, they can reach a far better quality in a given time frame.

In this paper, we present an iterative forward search (IFS) framework (based
on our earlier work published in [15]) to solve CSPs. This framework is close to
local search methods; however, it maintains a partial feasible solution as opposed
to the complete conflicting assignment characteristic of local search. Similarly
to local search, we process local changes in the solution. We also describe how
to extend the presented algorithm with dynamic maintenance of arc consistency
and conflict-based statistics. New conflict-based statistics is proposed to improve
the quality of the final solution. Conflicts during the search are memorized and
their potential repetition is minimized. The presented framework is very close to
local search algorithms, but unlike them, it can be easily refined into a dynamic
backtracking algorithm by enforcement of several basic rules.

There are several other approaches which try to combine local search meth-
ods together with backtracking based algorithms. For example, the decision re-
pair algorithm presented in [11] repeatedly extends a set of assignments (called
decisions) satisfying all the constraints, like in backtrack-based algorithms. It
performs a local search to repair these assignments when a dead-end is reached
(i.e., these decisions become inconsistent). After these decisions are repaired,
the construction of the solution continues to the next dead-end. Unlike this ap-
proach, our algorithm operates more like the local search method – it does not
execute a local search after a dead-end is reached but it applies the same local
steps during search. A similar approach is used in the algorithm presented in [18]
as well.

One of the primary areas to which we intended to apply the proposed algo-
rithm is a course timetabling problem at Purdue University (USA), described in
details in [17]. It is a real-life large-scale problem that includes features of over-
constrained as well as optimization problems. The goal is to timetable more than
800 lectures to a limited number of lecture rooms (about 50) and to satisfy as
many as possible individual course requests of almost 30,000 students. Moreover,
the algorithm should be able to react to additional changes, in particular, the
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algorithm should be capable of repairing a modified timetable where some hard
constraints are violated by the user changes. IFS satisfies all these requirements
and as we will show later, it produces better solutions than existing approaches.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we will describe the
iterative search algorithm formally. Special subsections will be devoted to ex-
tensions of IFS, namely conflict-based statistics and maintaining dynamic arc
consistency. After that, we will show how dynamic backtracking with maintain-
ing arc consistency [10] can be rewritten as a special instance of IFS. A short
summary of the implementation together with the experimental results for ran-
dom CSPs and a real-life timetabling problem will conclude the paper.

2 Iterative Forward Search Algorithm

The iterative forward search algorithm, that we propose here, is based on ideas
of local search methods [13]. However, in contrast to classical local search tech-
niques, it operates over feasible, though not necessarily complete solutions. In
such a solution, some variables can be left unassigned. Still all hard constraints
on assigned variables must be satisfied. Similarly to backtracking based algo-
rithms, this means that there are no violations of hard constraints.

Working with feasible incomplete solutions has several advantages compared
to the complete infeasible assignments that usually occur in local search tech-
niques. For example, when the solver is not able to find a complete solution,
an incomplete (but feasible) one can be returned, e.g., a solution with the least
number of unassigned variables found. Moreover, because of the iterative char-
acter of the search, the algorithm can easily start, stop, or continue from any
feasible solution, either complete or incomplete.

The search processeds iteratively (see Fig. 1 for algorithm). During each step,

procedure solve(initial) // initial solution is the parameter
iteration = 0; // iteration counter
current = initial; // current solution
best = initial; // best solution
while canContinue (current, iteration) do

iteration = iteration + 1;
variable = selectVariable (current);
value = selectValue (current, variable);
unassign(current, conflicting variables(current, variable, value));
assign(current, variable, value);
if better (current, best) then best = current

end while
return best

end procedure
Fig. 1. Pseudo-code of the search algorithm.

an unassigned or assigned variable is initially selected. Typically an unassigned
variable is chosen like in backtracking-based search. An assigned variable may be
selected when all variables are assigned but the solution is not good enough (for
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example, when there are still many violations of soft constraints). Once a variable
is selected, a value from its domain is chosen for assignment. Even if the best
value is selected (whatever ‘best’ means), its assignment to the selected variable
may cause some hard conflicts with already assigned variables. Such conflicting
variables are removed from the solution and become unassigned. Finally, the
selected value is assigned to the selected variable.

The algorithm attempts to move from one (partial) feasible solution to an-
other via repetitive assignment of a selected value to a selected variable. During
this search, the feasibility of all hard constraints in each iteration step is enforced
by unassigning the conflicting variables. The search is terminated when the re-
quested solution is found or when there is a timeout, expressed e.g., as a maximal
number of iterations or available time being reached. The best solution found is
then returned.

The above algorithm schema is parameterized by several functions, namely
– the termination condition (function canContinue ),
– the solution comparator (function better ),
– the variable selection (function selectVariable ) and
– the value selection (function selectValue ).

Termination Condition. The termination condition determines when the al-
gorithm should finish. For example, the solver should terminate when the maxi-
mal number of iterations or some other given timeout value is reached. Moreover,
it can stop the search process when the current solution is good enough, e.g., all
variables are assigned and/or some other solution parameters are in the required
ranges. For example, the solver can stop when all variables are assigned and less
than 10% of the soft constraints are violated. Termination of the process by the
user can also be a part of the termination condition.

Solution Comparator. The solution comparator compares two solutions: the
current solution and the best solution found. This comparison can be based on
several criteria. For example, it can lexicographically order solutions according
to the number of unassigned variables (smaller number is better) and the number
of violated soft constraints.

Variable Selection. As mentioned above, the presented algorithm requires
a function that selects a variable to be (re)assigned during the current iteration
step. This problem is equivalent to a variable selection criterion in constraint
programming. There are several guidelines for selecting a variable [5]. In local
search, the variable participating in the largest number of violations is usually
selected first. In backtracking-based algorithms, the first-fail principle is often
used, i.e., a variable whose instantiation is most complicated is selected first. This
could be the variable involved in the largest set of constraints or the variable
with the smallest domain, etc.

We can split the variable selection criterion into two cases. If some variables
remain unassigned, the “worst” variable among them is selected, i.e., first-fail
principle is applied.
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The second case occurs when all variables are assigned. Because the algorithm
does not need to stop when a complete feasible solution is found, the variable
selection criterion for such case has to be considered as well. Here all variables
are assigned but the solution is not good enough, e.g., in the sense of violated
soft constraints. We choose a variable whose change of a value can introduce the
best improvement of the solution. It may, for example, be a variable whose value
violates the highest number of soft constraints.

Value Selection. After a variable is selected, we need to find a value to be
assigned to the variable. This problem is usually called “value selection” in con-
straint programming [5]. Typically, the most useful advice is to select the best-fit
value. So, we are looking for a value which is the most preferred for the variable
and which causes the least trouble as well. This means that we need to find
a value with the minimal potential for future conflicts with other variables. For
example, a value which violates the smallest number of soft constraints can be
selected among those values with the smallest number of hard conflicts.

2.1 Conflict-based Statistics
Conflict-based statistics were successfully applied in earlier works [6, 11]. In our
approach, the conflict-based statistics works as an advice in the value selection
criterion. It helps to avoid repetitive, unsuitable assignments of the same value
to a variable by memorizing conflicts caused by this assignment in the past. In
contrast to the weighting-conflict heuristics proposed in [11], conflict assignments
are memorized together with the causal assignment which impacted them. Also,
we propose the presented statistics to be unlimited, to prevent short-term as
well as long-term cycles.

The main idea behind conflict-based statistics is to memorize conflicts and
prohibit their potential repetition. When a value v0 is assigned to a variable
V0, hard conflicts with previously assigned variables (e.g., V1 = v1, V2 = v2, ...
Vm = vm) can occur. These variables V1,...Vm have to be unassigned before the
value v0 is assigned to the variable V0. These unassignments, together with the
reason for their unassignment (e.g., assignment V0 = v0), and a counter tracking
how many times such an event occurred in the past, is stored in memory.

Later, if a variable is selected for an assignment again, the stored information
about repetition of past hard conflicts can be taken into account, e.g., in the value
selection heuristics. For example, if the variable V0 is selected for an assignment
again, we can weight the number of hard conflicts created in the past for each
possible value of the variable. In the above example, the existing assignment
V1 = v1 can prohibit the selection of the value v0 for the variable V0 if there is
again a conflict with the assignment V1 = v1.

Conflict-based statistics is a data structure that memorizes hard conflicts
which have occurred during the search together with their frequency (e.g., that
assignment V0 = v0 caused c1 times an unassignment of V1 = v1, c2 times of
V2 = v2 ... and cm times of Vm = vm). More precisely, it is an array

Stat[Va = va, Vb 6= vb] = cab,
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saying that the assignment Va = va caused cab times unassignment of Vb = vb in
the past. Note that in case of n-ary constraints (where n > 2), this does not imply
that the assignments Va = va and Vb = vb cannot be used together. The pro-
posed conflict-based statistics does not actually work with any constraint, it only
memorizes the unassignments together with the assignment which caused them.
Let us consider a variable Va selected by selectVariable function, a value va

selected by selectValue . Once an assignment Vb = vb is selected by conflict-
ing variables to be unassigned, the array Stat[Va = va, Vb 6= vb] is incremented
by one.

The data structure is implemented as a hash table, storing information for
conflict-based statistics. A counter is maintained for the tuple A = a and B 6= b.
This counter is increased when the value a was assigned to the variable A and b
needed to be unassigned from B. The example of this structure

A = a ⇒


3×B 6= b
4×B 6= c
2× C 6= a

120×D 6= a

expresses that variable B lost its assignment b three times and its assignment c
four times, variable C lost its assignment a two times and D lost its assignment a
120 times, all because of later assignments of value a to variable A. This structure
is being used in the value selection heuristics to evaluate existing conflicts with
the assigned variables. For example, if there is a variable A selected and if the
value a is in conflict with an assignment B = b, we know that a similar problem
has already occurred 3× in the past, and the conflict A = a is weighted with
this number.

For example, a min-conflict value selection criterion, which selects a value
with the minimal number of conflicts with the existing assignments, can be
easily adapted to a weighted min-conflict criterion. The value with the smallest
sum of the number of conflicts multiplied by their frequencies is selected.

Stated in another way, the weighted min-conflict approach helps the value
selection heuristics to select a value that might cause more conflicts than an-
other value, but these conflicts occurred less frequently, and therefore they have
a lower weighted sum. This can considerably help the search to get out of a local
minimum.

We plan to study the following extensions of the conflict-based statistics:
– If a variable is selected for an assignment, the above presented structure can

also tell how many potential conflicts a value can cause in the future. In the
above example, we already know that four times a later assignment of A = a
caused that value c was unassigned from B. We can try to minimize such
future conflicts by selecting a different value of the variable B while A is still
unbound.

– The memorized conflicts can be aged according to how far they have occurred
in the past. For example, a conflict which occurred 1000 iterations ago can
have half the weight of a conflict which occurred during the last iteration or
it can be forgotten at all.
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Let us study the space complexity of the above data structure for storing
conflict-based statistics. At a maximum, there could be a counter for each pair
of possible assignments Va = va and Vb = vb, where Va 6= Vb and there is a
constraint between variables Va and Vb which can prohibit concurrent assign-
ments Va = va and Vb = vb. However, note that each increment of a counter
in the statistics means an unassignment of an assigned variable. Therefore each
counter Stat[Va = va, Vb 6= vb] = n in the statistics means that there was an
assignment Vb = vb which was unassigned n times when va was assigned to Va.
Together with the fact, that there is only one assignment done in each iteration,
the following invariant will be always true during the search: The total sum of all
counters in the statistics plus the current number of assigned variables is equal
to the number of processed iterations. Therefore, if the above described hash
table (which is empty at the beginning and does not contain empty counters)
is used, the total number of all counters in it will never exceed the number of
iterations processed so far.

The presented approach can be successfully used in other search algorithms as
well. For example, in the local search, we can memorize the assignment Vx = vx,
which was selected to be changed (re-assigned). A reason for such selection can
be retrieved and memorized together with the selected assignment Vx = vx as
well. Note that typically an assignment which is in a conflict with some other
assignments is selected.

Furthermore, the presented conflict-based statistics can be used not only
inside the presented algorithm. Its constructed ‘implications’ together with the
information about frequency of their occurrences can be easily used by users or
by some add-on deductive engine to identify inconsistencies3 and/or hard parts
of the input problem. The user can then modify the input requirements in order
to eliminate the found problems and let the solver continue to search with such
a modified input problem.

2.2 Maintaining Arc Consistency Using Explanations
Because the presented algorithm works with partial feasible solutions, it can be
easily extended to dynamically maintain arc consistency during the search. This
can be done by using well known dynamic arc consistency (MAC) algorithms
(e.g., by AC|DC algorithm published in [16] or DnAC6 published in [4]) which
are widely used in Dynamic CSPs [12].

Moreover, since the only constraints describing assignments (constraint Vari-
able=value) can be added and removed during the search, approaches based on
explanations [9, 10] can be used as well. In this section, we present how these
explanations, which are traditionally used in systematic search algorithms, can
be used in our iterative forward search approach in order to maintain arc con-
sistency.

An explanation, Vi 6= vi ⇐ (V1 = v1&V2 = v2...&Vj = vj) describes that
the value vi cannot be assigned to the variable Vi since it is in a conflict with
3 Actually, this feature allows to discover all inconsistent inputs during solving the

Purdue University timetabling problem [17].
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the existing assignments V1 = v1, V2 = v2, ... Vj = vj . This means that there
is no complete feasible assignment containing assignments V1 = v1, V2 = v2, ...
Vj = vj together with the assignment Vi = vi (these equalities form a no-good
set [9]).

During the arc consistency maintenance, when a value is deleted from a vari-
able’s domain, the reason (forming an explanation) can be computed and at-
tached to the deleted value. Once a variable (say Vx with the assigned value vx)
is unassigned during the search, all deleted values which contain a pair Vx = vx

in their explanations need to be recomputed. Such value can be either still in-
consistent with the current (partial) solution (a different explanation is attached
to it in this case) or it can be returned back to its variable’s domain. Arc con-
sistency is maintained after each iteration step, i.e., the selected assignment is
propagated into the not yet assigned variables. When a value vx is assigned to
a variable Vx, an explanation Vx 6= v′

x ⇐ Vx = vx is attached to all values v′
x of

the variable Vx, different from vx.
In the case of forward checking, computing explanations is rather easy. A value

vx is deleted from the domain of the variable Vx only if there is a constraint
which prohibits the assignment Vx = vx because of the existing assignments
(e.g., Vy = vy,..Vz = vz). An explanation for the deletion of this value vx is
then Vx 6= vx ⇐ (Vy = vy&...Vz = vz), where Vy = vy&...Vz = vz are assign-
ments contained in the prohibiting constraint. In case of arc consistency, a value
vx is deleted from the domain of the variable Vx if there is a constraint which
does not permit the assignment Vx = vx with other possible assignments of
the other variables in the constraint. This means that there is no support value
(or combination of values) for the value vx of the variable Vx in the constraint.
An explanation is then a union of explanations of all possible support values
for the assignment Vx = vx of this constraint which were deleted. The reason is
that if one of this support values is returned to its variable’s domain, this value
vx may be returned as well (i.e., the reason for its deletion has vanished, a new
reason needs to be computed).

As for the implementation, the above described algorithm schema (see Fig. 1)
can remain as it is, we only need to enforce arc consistency of the initial solution
and to extend unassign and assign methods. Procedure assign(solution, vari-
able, value) should enforce arc consistency of the solution with the selected as-
signment variable=value and the procedure unassign(solution, variable, value)
should ‘undo’ the assignment variable=value. It means that explanations of all
values which were deleted and which contain assignment variable = value in
their explanations needs to be recomputed. This can be done via returning all
these values into their variables’ domains followed by arc consistency mainte-
nance over their variables.

Using the presented explanations-based approach gives us more flexibility
than dynamic arc consistency algorithms (e.g., AC|DC, DnAC, ...) where the
value selection function can choose only among the values in the current domain
of the variable, i.e., among the values that are not pruned by arc consistency.
The values which were deleted via MAC can be selected as well (actually they are
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only marked as no-good values in the implementation). If a deleted variable is
selected, it can become feasible by repeatedly unassigning a selected value from
its explanation until the value is returned to the selected variable’s domain. This
cannot be done as easily as in the case of dynamic arc consistency algorithms,
since we do not know the cause of deletion of a deleted value. For instance, there
are several possibilities how to treat a case when there is a variable with an empty
domain (i.e., all its values were deleted via MAC). We discuss two of them below,
see Sec. 4. Note that we might want to compute the largest feasible solution (in
the number of assigned variables) in case of over-constrained problem.

3 IFS as Dynamic Backtracking with MAC

In this section, we describe how the presented iterative forward search framework
can be used for modeling of dynamic backtracking (DB) search with the arc
consistency maintenance (MAC). In some sense, the presented IFS algorithm
with MAC can be seen as an extension of DB with MAC, e.g., described in [10],
towards the local search based methods.

Dynamic backtracking with MAC can come out of the above presented IFS
with MAC via the following modifications and/or restrictions:

– Variable selection function selectVariable always returns an unassigned
variable. If there are one or more variables with empty domains, one of them
is returned in the variable selection function.

– Value selection function selectValue always returns a value from the se-
lected variable’s domain (i.e., not-deleted value), if there is no such value, it
returns null.

– When all the variables are assigned the solver terminates and returns the
found solution (termination condition function canContinue ). In case of
branch&bound technique an existence of a complete solution should lower
the bound so that a conflict arises, which leads to some unassignments.

– If the selected value is null (which means that the selected variable has
an empty domain), a union of all assignments which prohibits all the values
of the selected variable (a union of assignments of all values’ explanations) is
computed. The last made assignment of them is selected (each variable can
memorize an iteration number, when it was assigned for the last time). This
assignment has to be unassigned, all other assignments from the computed
union are taken as an explanation for this unassignment. If the computed
explanation is empty (e.g., Vx 6= vx ⇐ ∅), the value can be permanently
removed from its variable’s domain because it can never be a part of a com-
plete solution. If the computed union is empty, there is no complete solution
and the algorithm returns fail.

– If a value vx is assigned to a variable Vx, an explanation Vx 6= v′
x ⇐ Vx = vx

is attached to all values from the domain of the variable Vx different from vx.
Note that in contrast to the IFS MAC algorithm described in the previous
section, the already deleted values from the variable’s Vx domain leave its
original explanation (it is not changed to Vx 6= v′

x ⇐ Vx = vx). This can be
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done, because the last assigned variable from the variables which prohibits
values from a variable with an empty domain is always unassigned.

Like in the above presented IFS MAC algorithm, arc consistency maintenance
and its undo is called automatically after each assignment and unassignment,
respectively.

4 Experiments

The above described algorithm together with its presented extensions has been
implemented in Java. It contains a general implementation of the iterative search
algorithm. The general solver operates over abstract variables and values with
a selection of available extensions, basic general heuristics, solution comparators,
and termination functions. It may be customized to fit a particular problem
(e.g., as it has been extended for Purdue University timetabling, see Sec. 4.2) by
implementing variable and value definitions, adding hard and soft constraints,
and extending the parametric functions of the algorithm. The results presented
here were computed on 1GHz Pentium IIIm PC running Windows 2000, with
512 MB RAM and J2SDK 1.4.2.

Because we attempt to solve large scale problems, maintaining arc consis-
tency is based on AC3 algorithm (e.g., see [19]). In the Purdue University
timetabling problem we have almost 830 variables (there is a variable for each
course) with the total number of more than 200,000 values (there is a value for
each location of a course in the timetable, including a selection of time(s), room
and instructor). Furthermore, nearly every two variables are related by some
constraint, e.g., typically there is at least one room they can both use. Due to
the memory reasons, this prohibits any consistency method which is based on
memorizing values for each pair of values or for each pair of value and variable.

In the following experiments we compare several mutations of the above pre-
sented algorithm and its improvements. For all these variants, an unassigned
variable is selected randomly and the value selection is based on min-conflict
strategy. This means that a value is randomly selected among the values whose
assignment will cause the minimal number of conflicts with the existing assign-
ments. The search is terminated when a complete solution is found or when the
given time limit is reached. As for the solution comparator, a solution with the
highest number of assigned variables is always selected. The compared algorithms
are:

– IFS MCRW ... min-conflict selection of values with 2% random walk4

– IFS TABU ... tabu list of the length 20 is used to avoid cycling5

– IFS ConfStat ... min-conflict value selection where conflicts are weighted
according to the conflict-based statistics (as described in Sec. 2.1)

4 With the given probability, a value is selected randomly from all values of the selected
variable’s domain.

5 Repeated selection of the same pair (variable, value) is prohibited for the given
number of following iterations.
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– IFS MAC ... arc-consistency maintenance; if there is a variable with an empty
domain, a variable which caused a removal of one or more of values is selected
and unassigned.6

– IFS MAC+ ... arc-consistency maintenance; the algorithm continues ex-
tending the solution even when there is a value with an empty domain. If
the selected variable has an empty domain (pruned by MAC) then one of
values deleted by MAC is selected (via min-conflic value selection).

– DBT MAC ... dynamic backtracking algorithm with arc consistency main-
tenance (as described in Sec. 3)

– DBT FC ... dynamic backtracking algorithm with forward checking

4.1 Random CSP

In this section, we present results achieved on the Random Binary CSP with
uniform distribution [3]. A random CSP is defined by a four-tuple (n, d, p1, p2),
where n denotes the number of variables and d denotes the domain size of each
variable, p1 and p2 are two probabilities. They are used to generate randomly
the binary constraints among the variables. p1 represents the probability that
a constraint exists between two different variables (tightness) and p2 represents
the probability that a pair of values in the domains of two variables connected
by a constraint are incompatible (density).

Figure 2 presents the number of assigned variables in percentage to all vari-
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6 This is done so that a value vx of such a variable with an empty domain Vx is
selected randomly and a randomly selected assignment from the explanation Vx 6= vx

is unassigned.
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ables wrt. the probability p2 representing tightness of the generated problem
CSP (20, 15, 43%, p2). The average values of the best achieved solutions from 10
runs on different problem instances within the 60 second time limit are presented.

Each of the compared algorithms was able to find a complete solution within
the time limit for all the given problems with a tightness under 46%. Achieved
results from min-conflict random walk, tabu-list and the presented conflict-based
statistics seem to be very similar for this problem. Also, it is not surprising that
a usage of consistency maintenance techniques lowers the maximal number of as-
signed variables, e.g., both dynamic backtracking with MAC and IFS with MAC
extend an incomplete solution only when it is arc consistent with all unassigned
variables. As we can see from the Figure 2, we can get much better results when
we allow the search to continue even if there is a variable with an empty domain.

For the results presented in Figure 3, we turned the random CSP into an op-
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Fig. 3. minCSP (40, 30, 43%, p2), the sum of all assigned values of the best solution
within 60 seconds wrt. problem tightness, average from 10 runs.

timization problem where we are searching for a complete feasible solution with
the smallest total sum of the assigned values. Recall that each variable has d gene-
rated values from 0, 1, ...d−1. For the comparison we used CSP (40, 30, 43%, p2)
problems with the tightness p2 taken so that every measured algorithm was able
to find a complete solution for each of 10 different generated problems within
the given 60 second time limit. The min-conflict value selection criterion was
adapted to take the smallest value from the values which cause the minimum
number of conflicts. For DBT, the smallest value from a domain of a selected
variable was taken as well. As for conflict-based statistics, each value is weighted
by itself added to the number of weighted conflicts. For example, value 7 with
4 conflicts has a weight 7 + 4 = 11. If value 3 has 9 conflicts, so its weight is
12, then the value 7 will be preferred over 3. For all the measured algorithms,
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the solver continues even if a complete solution is found until the time limit is
reached. A complete solution with the smallest sum of the assigned values is
then returned. For this problem, the presented conflict-based statistics was able
to give much better results than other compared algorithms. The algorithm is
obviously trying to stick much more with the smallest values than the others, but
it is able to find a complete solution since the conflict counters are rising during
the search. Such behaviour can be very handy for many optimization problems,
especially when optimization criteria (expressed either by some optimization
function or by soft constraints) go against the hard constraints.

Conclusion. For the tested random constraint satisfaction problems, IFS MAC
does not seem to be suitable: it produces very similar results to DBT MAC, but
unlike DBT MAC, it can not guarantee finding a complete solution, if one exists,
or to prove that the problem has no solution.

Since IFS MAC+ can continue extending a partial solution even when there
is a variable with an empty domain, it can produce much better results than
IFS MAC in case that the given problem is over-constrained (i.e., there is no
complete solution). For some tasks, it can be an interesting compromise between
backtrack-based search and local search.

For pure, not-optimization constraint satisfaction problems (e.g., results from
Fig. 2), the presented IFS with conflict-based statistics returns very similar re-
sults to other tested traditional local search principles preventing cycles (i.e.,
tabu-list and random walk). However the presented conflict-based statistics can
be very useful when optimization criteria are considered.

4.2 Real-Life Application: Purdue University Timetabling
In this section, we present some results achieved on the large lecture timetabling
problem from Purdue University. The following tests were performed on the
complete Fall 2004 data set7 which consists of 826 classes (forming 1782 meetings,
4050 half-hours) that must fit into 50 lecture rooms with capacities up to 474
students. In this problem, 89,633 course demands of 29,808 students must be
considered.

The timetable maps classes (students, instructors) to meeting locations and
times. A primary objective is to minimize the number of potential student course
conflicts which occur during this process. Other major constraints on the problem
solution are instructor availability and a limited number of rooms with sufficient
capacity, specific equipment, and a suitable location. Some of these constraints
must be satisfied; others are introduced within an optimization process in order
to avoid an over-constrained problem.

Figure 4 presents some results achieved with the presented framework. Ave-
rage values together with their RMS (root-mean-square) variances of the best
achieved solutions from 10 different runs found within 30 minute time limit are
presented. Time refers to the amount of time required by the solver to find the
presented solution.
7 Similar results were achieved also on a complete data set from Fall 2001, used in our

previous work [17].
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Test cases IFS ConfStat IFS TABU IFS MCRW

Assigned variables [%] 100.00 ± 0.00 97.67 ± 0.15 98.29 ± 0.16

Time [min] 24.11 ± 4.42 24.17 ± 3.62 24.52 ± 3.83

Student conflicts [%] 1.97 ± 0.06 1.97 ± 0.07 2.05 ± 0.19

Preferred time [%] 85.64 ± 1.57 89.86 ± 0.69 89.63 ± 1.06

Preferred room [%] 50.39 ± 5.34 66.48 ± 3.42 64.84 ± 3.86

Fig. 4. Purdue University Timetable, characteristics for the best achieved solutions
within 30 minutes, average values and RMS variances from 10 runs.

The value selection criterion was extended to take into account three op-
timization criteria. Student conflicts give the percentage of unsatisfied require-
ments for the courses chosen by the students. One student conflict means that
there are two courses required by a student that cannot be both attended, e.g.,
because they overlap in time. Preferred time and preferred room estimate the sat-
isfaction of time and room preferences respectively. These preferences are given
by the instructors individually for each class. In our heuristics, room preferences
are considered much less important than time preferences and student conflicts.

IFS with conflict-based statistics was able to find a complete solution of
a good quality in each run; the first complete solution was found after 6 −
10 minutes. Moreover, it was able to significantly improve the first complete
solution with approximately 2.3% of violated student requirements and 80%
of time preferences satisfied. On the other hand, neither tabu search nor min-
conflict random walk were able to find any complete solution within the given 30
minute time limit; at least 17 variables for TABU and 12 variables for MCRW
remained unassigned after each run.

Dynamic backtracking with either MAC or FC (not included in Figure 4) was
able to assign in average approximately 93% of variables, with almost 3% violated
student requirements and only approximately 40% of time preferences satisfied.
IFS MAC was able to assign only about 65% of variables. IFS MAC+ assigned
about 94% variables, with approximately 2.2% student conflicts and around 75%
of time preferences. Consistency was maintained over all hard constraints.

We plan to use MAC+ only over the “additional” constraints, e.g. a prece-
dence constraint between two or more courses or not-overlap constraint between
a lecture and its seminars. However, the used data set contains only 203 of
such constrains, so there is no significant difference between a solution with and
without MAC+ (IFS ConfStat versus IFS ConfStat with MAC+ on additional
constraints). Currently we work on solving other Purdue University timetabling
problems where the number of these constraints significantly increases.

Conclusion. The general consensus, that local search is more suited for opti-
mization problems than backtrack-based search, is valid also for our large lecture
timetabling problem. Unlike the other tested algorithms, the presented conflict-
based statistics is capable to produce high quality and stable results. Further-
more, if there is any time available after the first complete solution is found, the
solver is also able to gradually improve this solution. We believe that the arc
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consistency maintenance can help us solve some complicated situations which
can arise in our timetabling problem.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a promising iterative forward search framework which is,
as we believe, together with the presented improvements, capable of solving
various constraint optimization problems. We have presented some results on
random CSP and on Purdue University timetabling problem. Our solver is able to
construct a demand-driven timetable, which satisfies approximately 98% course
requests of students together with about 85% of time preferences.

Our future research will include extensions of the proposed general algorithm
together with improvements to the implemented solver. We would like to do
an extensive study of the proposed framework and its possible application to
other, non timetabling-based problems. As for Purdue University timetabling,
we are currently extending the CLP solver [17] with some of the features included
here to present a fair comparison. However, the CLP solver was not yet able to
find a complete solution in the accomplished preliminary experiments.
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Stochastic solver for constraint satisfaction
problems with learning of high-level

characteristics of the problem topography
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Abstract. A new generic method for solving constraint satisfaction
problems is presented. The method is based on stochastic search which
is non-local in the sense that at any point in the search, the next state
sampled may be arbitrarily far from the current state. The solver relies
heavily on knowledge of the high-level characteristics of the topography
defining the problem. It obtains these characteristics in two complemen-
tary ways. First, it continuously and automatically learns the topogra-
phy in the course of the search. Second, it accepts domain-knowledge
from the user if such knowledge is available. We describe experiments
performed with this solver on a set of hard arithmetical CSPs adopted
from practical hardware verification problems, as well as on the well-
known low-autocorrelation binary sequence problem. The experiments
confirmed the strength of the method.

1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Constraint satisfaction problems appear in many knowledge domains from staffing
and scheduling, to radio-frequency partitioning, to functional verification of
hardware designs. A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) is a triplet (V,D,C)
consisting of a set of variables V , a corresponding set of domains D, and a set
of constraints C on the variables in V . A solution to a CSP is a complete as-
signment to V from domains D such that all constraints in C are satisfied. A
CSP solver is an algorithm that accepts a CSP as input and returns one of three
outputs: (1) a solution to the CSP, (2) ’unsat’ if there is no such solution, or
(3) ’time-out’. Existing CSP solvers fall into two basic categories: systematic
search solvers and stochastic search solvers.

1.2 Systematic Search

Systematic solvers typically move between partial assignments to V , at each
step either adding an assignment to a not-yet-assigned variable (normal step), or
removing assignments from already-assigned variables (backtrack). The strength
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2 Yehuda Naveh

of such solvers stems from their ability to reduce (’prune’) large fractions of the
variable domains by enforcing some level of consistency on the problem after
each assignment to a variable.

In many cases, systematic algorithms are very effective. However, this frame-
work is not suitable for some broad classes of CSPs. One such class is the case
where the size of the domain of some of the variables remains very large even
after enforcing consistency. The time-complexity in this case is of the order of
the size of the domain divided by the number of satisfying assignments. In some
cases this ratio is exponentially large. Another class of CSPs that is hard for sys-
tematic search involves cases where consistency cannot be enforced efficiently.

1.3 Stochastic Search and Topographic View of the CSP

The second class of solvers are complete-assignment solvers, e.g., min-conflicts
[17], GSAT [24], Walksat [22], or Tabu Search [11, 6]. Here, the solver does not
move between partial assignments to V , but rather between complete assign-
ments. Since searching all complete assignments may be a prohibitively large
task, the solver must decide which complete assignments to check. In order to
do so, two metrics are invariably defined: first a ’distance’ is defined between any
two complete assignments. This distance satisfies the ordinary requirements on
distance relations (symmetry, positive definiteness, and triangle relation). Sec-
ond, a ’cost’ is defined for every complete assignment. The cost satisfies one
strong requirement and one weak requirement. The strong requirement states
that the cost of a complete assignment is non-negative, and it is zero if and only
if the assignment satisfies the CSP. The weak requirement is for some fitness-
distance correlation [4] to exist between the cost and the distance.

The two metrics define a topography whose hyper-plane represents the set
of all complete assignments to V , and whose elevation is provided by the cost
of each complete assignment. Thus, the CSP is mapped into an optimization
problem, with the difference being that we are only interested in reaching a
global minimum of value 0 (or proving that such a minimum does not exist).

As with any optimization problem, the problem reduces to the ability to
escape local minima in the course of the search. In particular, CSPs that can
be mapped into topographies with few or no local minima are easily solvable
within such an approach. Most practical problems, however, are mapped into
topographies that contain a substantial number of local minima (see [8] for a
detailed analysis of the topographies of random SAT problems). Various broad
strategies have been created in order to escape the local minima. In some cases
(e.g., GSAT), the solver checks a local neighborhood of the current complete
assignment, and chooses a new complete assignment at random out of all checked
assignments that have the lowest cost. In others (e.g., simulated annealing [14],
random-walk [23]), the solver makes a random decision about whether to move to
a neighboring complete assignment even if it has a higher cost than the current
one. All those strategies share two characteristics. First, part of the decision
about which complete assignments to explore is made stochastically. Second, in
order for these strategies to work, the move from one complete assignment to
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Stochastic solver with learning of topography characteristics 3

the next is done locally, i.e., involving a distance that is much smaller than the
typical size of the full problem (although may be larger than the minimal ’single
assignment’ distance, as in variable-neighborhood search [12]). In fact, these
two characteristics are so prevalent that ’stochastic methods’ and ’local-search
methods’ have become the common names for search methods going through
complete assignments.

Stochastic local-search methods are suitable for some classes of problem
topographies. For example, simulated annealing works best in the case where
sequences of asymmetric local minima surrounded by barriers of gradually de-
creasing heights eventually lead to global minima [14]. In general, however, many
practical topographies are hard for any of these methods. Most critically, local-
search methods are usually inefficient on problems for which the typical barriers
surrounding local minima are wide and high [10].

In this paper, we present a CSP solver that relies on a different strategy
for escaping local minima. Through automatic learning, the solver attempts to
gain high-level information about the topography of the problem. It applies
this information when moving from one complete assignment to another. These
moves are non-local in nature, and hence may result in efficient solutions even
for problems characterized by wide or high barriers. Learning was previously
applied to stochastic local search only in the ’cost’ direction – see, e.g., [10, 7].
In these works, which deal with SAT problems, clauses that are found to be hard
to satisfy have their costs increased during the course of the solution. However,
learning of the problem characteristics in the planar directions is significantly
more complex, and is discussed here for the first time.

In order to appreciate how learning the characteristics of the topography
may be beneficial in terms of solvability, consider the following hypothetical
example. Suppose that the problem topography is composed of many regions.
Each of these regions is similar in its high-level structure to all other regions -
and is characterized by many local minima separated by roughly the distance
L1 from each other. In addition, the regions are separated from each other by
roughly L2 � L1 (so the spectral composition of the topography is characterized
by two values in any of a number of directions). Finally, suppose that the number
of global minima (i.e., solutions) is small compared to the number of regions.
During the solution process, any stochastic search algorithm is likely to reach
the quasi-global minimum of one of the regions (the point with the lowest cost
in that region). However, once stuck in such a minimum, only a large hop of
the order of L2 may be of any benefit. Therefore, by learning the length-scales
characterizing the topography, the algorithm may bias its moves towards ones
which are multiples of L2, and by doing so critically enhance its ability to escape
macroscopically large but infeasible regions.

We conjecture that many CSPs of practical origin can be represented by
topographies which feature well defined high-level characteristics as in the above
example. The results of section 3 support this conjecture.
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2 Simulated Variable Range Hopping

2.1 Terminology

In what follows, we consider a CSP (V,D,C), where each variable in V is binary-
encoded into a bit string, the domains D are represented as unary constraints
on V , and each constraint (either from C, or implied by D) is defined by a cost
function. With this view of the CSP, we use the following terminology:
bit size: Total number of bits representing all variables.
state: A particular assignment from {0, 1} to all bits in the problem. A state is
a complete assignment of values to all variables in V , not necessarily out of D.
current state: The state the solver is currently at, used for reference with other
states.
cost: The total cost of a given state. This is the sum of costs of all constraints
on that state. The cost is zero if and only if the state is a solution of the CSP.
current cost: the cost of the current state.
flip: A change of the value of a single bit.
attempt: A set of bits, usually in the context of flipping all bits in the set, and
comparing the cost of the resulting state with the current cost.
step size: Number of bits in an attempt.
successful attempt: an attempt which leads to a cost lower than the current
cost.
attempt list: A set of attempts.
difficulty: An integer characterizing how difficult it is to escape the current
state.
hop: A move from one state to another.
distance: The Hamming distance between two given states.
topography characteristic: Any of a given set of characteristics used by the
solver to characterize the topography. Examples are ’length scales’ and ’preferred
directions’.
attempt type: A string characterizing the origin of a given attempt. Attempt
types are “stochastic”, “user-defined”, and an additional ’learned’ type for each
topography characteristic (e.g., “learned-step-size”, “learned-direction”).

2.2 Outline of the Algorithm

In broad terms, the heart of the solver works as follows: At each round, an
attempt list is chosen according to the procedure outlined in the next paragraph.
All successful attempts in the list are saved (without distorting the current
state), and their characteristics are learned. Then the state hops to a better
state according to one of the successful attempts with the lowest cost, and the
next attempt list is chosen and similarly processed. If at any stage a state with
zero cost is found, the solver terminates with success. On the other hand, if no
successful attempt was found in the list, the difficulty is raised, which means
that the next round would try a larger number of attempts from the same state.
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The wisdom of the solver is encapsulated in the way it chooses attempt lists.
This choice relies heavily on the learned characteristics of the topography, on
available domain-knowledge from the user, and on randomness. When choosing
an attempt, the solver first decides which attempt type it wants. This high-level
choice is itself based on previous learning. Still, even when past experience has
shown that all successful attempts were of the ’learned’ or ’user-defined’ types,
the solver never completely abandons purely random attempts.

As in previous works [9, 20, 16, 13], our modeling scheme is object-oriented,
and definitions of domain-knowledge, as well as cost calculations and initializa-
tion policies, are encapsulated within independent user-defined structures.

The learning mechanism we implemented is simple—the values of all charac-
teristics of successful attempts are saved, and when the solver needs a learned
value of some characteristic it chooses randomly from the vicinity of all saved
values. The random choice is weighted according to the frequency of occurrence
of the value. So, if all past successful attempts had the following step sizes (1, 1,
1, 1, 5, 5, 15, 15), then, when the solver creates an attempt of type “learned-step-
size”, the new attempt has a probability 0.5 to have a step-size close to 1, and
probability 0.25 each to have a step-size close to 5 or close to 15 (in our experi-
ments, the ’close to’ parameter was set to 1, so the chosen step-size may be any
of the set of values {1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 14, 15, 16}). Note that while simple, this mecha-
nism provides for a positive feedback loop and therefore strengthens successful
characteristic values. The mechanism also requires saving parameters of only
successful hops, which means that space-complexity, as well as time-complexity
in maintaining the learned lists, do not pose a problem. All results reported be-
low were based on learning of two topography parameters: characteristic length
scales and preferred directions (through correlated bits).

The step sizes of attempts are not limited. In fact, in the example topography
described in Section 1.3, we expect attempts of step sizes close to L1 and L2

to be relatively successful. Therefore, the solver is automatically biased towards
further choosing a relatively large number of those step sizes. Hence the non-
locality of the solver. Note also that a hop from one state to another is performed
only if the new state is of lower cost than the original. Hence, the solver is strictly
zero-temperature1.

Our approach to the problem is reminiscent in many ways of the well known
physical problem of an excited localized electron in a disordered material at zero-
temperature [19]. In both cases, many meta-stable states are formed between
high barriers, the positions of those states do not form a regular array, and their
costs (energies) are distributed more or less uniformly on some energy scale. In
both problems, the zero-cost (ground) states are scarce compared to the number
of meta-stable states, and in general there may be a strong mixture of high and
low-cost states in the same spatial vicinity. There are also similarities between
the dynamics of the physical electron and the dynamics of the current state in

1 In some cases (depending on previous statistics, and according to predefined heuris-
tics), we restart the algorithm, while keeping all previously-learned values. Such
restarts may be viewed as finite-temperature moves, but in practice they are rare.
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our case. First, in both cases, the state evolves only through cost-reducing hops.
Second, it can be shown that in both cases, a rapid, linear reduction of the cost
is followed by a much slower, sub-linear reduction. Finally, in both problems,
hops of various length scales are taken in no predictable order. The dynamics of
localized electrons in disordered materials is known as ’variable-range hopping’;
therefore, we name this algorithm ’simulated variable range hopping’ (SVRH).
(One important difference between the two problems is that the physical elec-
tron cannot learn the topography or otherwise gain knowledge about it. This is
compensated by a very rapid attempt rate compared to the simulated problem2).

2.3 Input to the Algorithm

The input to SVRH is twofold: it comprises of the CSP and, possibly, user
domain-knowledge.

CSP The CSP (V,D,C) is input to the algorithm in the following way:
(1) Variables V are in the form of bit strings of varying lengths, and (2) con-
straints C and domains D are both in the form of constraints on V . Each such
constraint sees one or more of the input variables. Each constraint is associated
with a function Cost() that returns 0 if the state of the variables satisfies the
constraint, and a positive integer otherwise. In addition, through a function Ini-
tialize(), each constraint has the ability to initialize the variables it sees into
values consistent with the constraint.

As an example, consider an integer-equality constraint acting on two variables
A and B, where A is encoded to a bit string of length 7, and B to a bit string
of length 4. In this case, the function Cost() may return the Hamming distance
between the four least significant bits of A and B, plus the number of ’1’ bits
in the three most significant bits of A. The function Initialize() may set both A
and B to have the same arbitrary integer value.

User Domain Knowledge User domain knowledge is presented to the solver
by implementation of a family of functions (indexed by i) CreateUserAttemptList(i,
difficulty d). Each function returns a list of attempts believed by the user to be
beneficial in their particular domain. The size of the list (i.e., the number of
attempts returned) grows with the difficulty parameter d.

One example for use of user-defined lists is to enforce invariants of the prob-
lem. For example, in the queens problem, each variable may represent a single
row in the checkerboard (so that each bit in the variable represents a single
square, and a ’1’ bit represents an occupied square). A user function may then
return a list of combinations of bits within a variable that, if flipped, each com-
bination will result in exactly a single ’1’ bit in the variable.

2 Still, even with an attempt rate of 1012 sec−1, an electron may spend months or
years until it reaches the ground state in a typical disordered material.
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algorithm SVRH(V,C,F)
global V,C,F
RandomizeVariables()
for all c in C do

c.InitializeVariables()
repeat

attempt := ChooseBestAttempt()
Hop(attempt)

until Cost() = 0
return V

Fig. 1. Algorithm SVRH: accepts as input variables V , constraints C, and a family F
of CreateUserAttemptList() functions, and returns variables at a zero-cost state (time-
outs are not considered here). Note that constraints may override the default random
initialization, as well as each other’s initialization. Hence, an heuristic initialization
order which initializes the tightest constraints last is sometimes implemented.

function Cost()
totalCost := 0
for all c in C do

totalCost := totalCost + c.Cost()
return totalCost

function Hop(attempt)
for all bit in attempt do
σ(bit) := 1 - σ(bit)

function AttemptCost(attempt)
Hop(attempt)
cost := Cost()
Hop(attempt)
return cost

Fig. 2. Basic functions: Cost, Hop, and AttemptCost. AttemptCost() returns the cost
of the state reached from the current state by attempt. σ(bit) is the value of bit bit.

2.4 Algorithm

Figures 1–8 show pseudo-code for SVRH. Together with the terminology of Sec-
tion 2.1, they provide a formal description of the algorithm which was outlined
and discussed in Section 2.2. In Figure 1, variables are first initialized, and the
state then hops between best attempts, until reaching a zero-cost state. Figure 2
shows some basic functions used extensively by the algorithm. Figures 3–5 show
how the solver chooses attempts, including its decision on whether to choose
completely stochastic, user-defined, or learned attempts. Figure 6 shows how
non-user-defined attempts are created. Finally, in Figures 7 – 8 attempts are
tried, and if successful their characteristics are learned.
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function ChooseBestAttempt()
difficulty := 0
bestAttempts := ∅
while bestAttempts = ∅ do

bestAttempts := FindBestAttempts(difficulty)
difficulty := difficulty + 1

return (a random attempt from bestAttempts)

Fig. 3. Function ChooseBestAttempt.

function FindBestAttempts(difficulty)
best := ∅
for all i in F do

userAttempts := CreateUserAttemptList(i, difficulty)
for all attempt in userAttempts do

best := TryAndLearn(attempt, best, “user-defined”)
for all t in attempt-types except “user-defined” do

otherAttempts := GetAttemptsPerUserDefinedAttempt(t)
best := TryAndLearn(otherAttempts, best, t)

return best

Fig. 4. Function FindBestAttempts. User-defined attempts are obtained here from
CreateUserAttemptList() functions according to the level of difficulty. Stochastic and
learned attempts are then obtained from GetAttemptsPerUserDefinedAttempt() in rel-
ative numbers reflecting previous successes of these types of attempts. All attempts are
tried and, if successful, learned. We assume here that F 6= ∅. Otherwise the algorithm
takes a slightly different form.

3 Experimentation and Analysis

3.1 General

The two experiments described below made use of learning of two topography
characteristics: length scales (manifested in the step-sizes of successful attempts)
and preferred directions (manifested in correlation between the bits forming
successful attempts).

3.2 Floating Point Unit Verification

Problem, Motivation, and Model This stage of experiments involved a
problem taken from the realm of functional hardware verification [3]. Here, we
experimented with many CSPs designed for the verification of floating point
units of high-end microprocessors [2].

All CSPs contained two variables, A and B, each consisting of 32, 64, or
128 bits. Constraints were of three types: mask (forcing some of the bits to be
0 or 1), range (forcing the variable to be within some range), and number-of-
ones (forcing the variable to have exactly some number of bits with value 1,
but not specifying which bits they are). Modeling these types of constraints
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Stochastic solver with learning of topography characteristics 9

function GetAttemptsPerUserDefinedAttempt(t)
successT := Previous success rate for attempts of type t
successUser := Previous success rate for “user-defined” attempts
if successT ≥ successUser then

numOfAttempts := min(successT / successUser, K)
attempts := ∅
for i := 0 to numOfAttempts do

attempts := attempts ∪ CreateAttempt(t)
else

prob := max(successT / successUser, 1/K)
attempts := ∅
With probability prob

attempts := CreateAttempt(t)
return attempts

Fig. 5. Function GetAttemptsPerUserDefinedAttempt. If the previous success rate of
attempts of type t was better then the user-defined attempts, the function returns a
corresponding number of these attempts. Otherwise, it returns a single attempt of this
type with a corresponding probability. K is a heuristic cutoff, taken to be 20 in our
experiments.

function CreateAttempt(t)
if t = “stochastic” then

stepSize := a random integer smaller than bit-size
attempt := a random attempt with stepSize bits

else
learnVal := a learned value for characteristic t
attempt := a random attempt with value close to learnVal for t

return attempt

Fig. 6. Function CreateAttempt. See section 2.2 for details on how learned values are
chosen, and how the corresponding attempts are generated.

for SVRH (i.e., implementing their cost functions and initialization policies) is
straightforward, and is not described here because of space considerations. Any
of the three constraints may apply either to A or B, or to the result of some
operation3 between them, e.g., to A × B. For example, a full mask on the result
of A × B reduces to the factorization problem A × B = C, where C is the
constant value of the mask. In addition, if we require (by adding an additional
constraint) that the number of ’1’ bits in A is exactly some k, the problem
becomes even harder.

This problem is hard for CSP solvers based on systematic search because
there is no possibility of efficient pruning. For example, consider the factorization
problem. While we have only two variables, there is no fast way to prune either of
their domains in order get rid of domain values inconsistent with the constraint
A×B = C.

3 By operations in this section we mean IEEE floating-point operations [2].
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function TryAndLearn(attempts, bestAttempts, t)
newBestAttempts := bestAttempts
currentCost := Cost()
for all attempt in attempts do

bestAttempt := choose any attempt from bestAttempts
bestCost := AttemptCost(bestAttempt)
cost = AttemptCost(attempt)
if cost < currentCost then

successfulTries[t] := successfulTries[t] + 1
LearnCharacteristics(attempt)
if cost < bestCost then

newBestAttempts := ∅
if cost ≤ bestCost then

newBestAttempts := newBestAttempts ∪ attempt
else

unsuccessfulTries[t] := unsuccessfulTries[t] + 1
return newBestAttempts

Fig. 7. Function TryAndLearn. If an attempt in the list leads to lower cost than the
current cost, learn its characteristics. If, in addition, its cost is lower than or equal to
the best cost found so far then keep this attempt (if truly lower then discard of all
previous best attempts). In any case keep account of how many of the attempts of the
input type t where successful and how many were unsuccessful.

function LearnCharacteristics(attempt)
for all tc in topography characteristics do

value := value of tc for attempt
add value to the set of learned values corresponding to tc

Fig. 8. Function LearnCharacteristics. This function implements the learning mecha-
nism described in section 2.2. For example, for tc = ’length-scales’, the corresponding
learned value is ’step-size’, so the number of bits in attempt is added to the set of
learned step-size values.

Furthermore, these problems also fall under the class of problems which are
hard for local-search methods, as described in Section 1.3. To understand why
this is so, consider again the factorization problem. Now, suppose A × B is
relatively close to C (but not equal to it). At this stage changing either A or B
by any small value is likely to make the cost (e.g., |A× B − C|) large (because
each of A and B are typicaly very large numbers). Hence, in the topographic
view, local minima are narrow and contained within high barriers.

Results Our SVRH solver confronted these types of problems with surprising
ease. Most problems were solved in a fraction of a second, and the rest were
solved within a few minutes. The user-defined input functions we used returned
all combinations of bits lying in some vicinity from each other on the same
operand, where the vicinity grows with the difficulty parameter. The rationale
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behind these functions is that some specific combinations may eliminate the
propagation of carry bits, which are responsible for a long range effect on the
result of any small disturbance of an operand. However, neither these functions
nor the initialization process of Figure 1 were sufficient to solve the problem.
In all hard cases, without the random large-step-size hops, and the repetition of
similar hops through learning, the problem was not solved.

We summarize this experiment in Tables 1 and 2. In Table 1, we compare the
results of the SVRH solver with the results of using zChaff [18], a general purpose,
state-of-the-art SAT solver. The translation of the CSP to a SAT problem was
done in two stages: transformation of the mathematical expressions into Boolean
logic expressions on the bits of the operands, the result, and an auxiliary carry-
bit vector, followed by a transformation to CNF-SAT. To our best judgement,
this is the most efficient translation scheme possible for this problem. It is clear
from Table 1 that under this scheme, SVRH outperforms zChaff by orders of
magnitudes. We attribute this large difference in performance to the fact that
zChaff is systematic, and is, therefore, inherently unsuitable for this problem.
In Table 2, we compare the results of the SVRH solver to zChaff and to two
special-purpose solvers specifically designed and maintained to solve CSPs of
the form in question4. We see that SVRH, despite the fact that it is a general-
purpose solver, finds more solutions than either of the SP solvers, as well as than
zChaff. This advantage of SVRH over the other solvers is attributed to its unique
combination of ’brute force’ non-local stochastic search together with learning
of advantageous steps in the particularly complex and highly-non-monotonic
topography of this problem. (note that in Table 2, the average time per solution
is not a good parameter for comparison because the tasks solved by SVRH and
not solved by SP1 are considerably harder than the tasks solved by both).

Table 1. Comparison between SVRH and zChaff on a benchmark of 133 satisfiable
floating-point unit verification tasks containing multiply operation. All tasks were
solved by both engines. All times are in seconds. Problems in this benchmark are
not suitable for the special purpose solvers SP1 and SP2.

SVRH zChaff

Average solution time 0.97 200.5

Solution time, largest ratio case 0.3 2861

Solution time, smallest ratio case 5.7 25

3.3 Low Autocorrelation Binary Sequences

General In order to further evaluate our solver, it was important to examine its
capabilities against well-known benchmarks. Three aspects are relevant in this
4 The special-purpose solvers are described in [2]. SP1 is the best available solver of

its type.
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Table 2. Comparison between SVRH, two special-purpose (SP) solvers, and zChaff on
a benchmark of 150 satisfiable and unsatisfiable floating-point-unit verification tasks
containing various operations. Time-out was 600 seconds. All times are in seconds.
Note that since SVRH is incomplete, it succeeded only on satisfiable instances.

SVRH SP1 zChaff SP2

Number of successes 93 88 54 29

Average solution time per success 9 3 65 0.3

evaluation. First, since the SVRH solver is generic, it is important to verify that
new problems can be conveniently modeled for its input, so that once a problem
is specified, the total bring-up time of the solver on that problem does not exceed
a few hours. Second, and again related to the genericity of the solver, it should
be verified that new problems do not require changes to the algorithm, and that
all solution strategies and heuristics suitable for a given problem may be input to
the solver through the constraints’ cost and initialization functions, and the user
domain-knowledge input functions. Third, we should confirm that the solution
abilities of the solver (both in finding solutions, and in run-time performance)
are at least comparable to abilities of dedicated solution algorithms.

The evaluation process was performed using benchmark problems from CSPLib
[1]. We checked the generic aspects of the solver (bring-up time and possibility to
apply heuristics) on many of the problems in [1]. In virtually all cases, bring up
time was short, and we were able to incorportate almost all necessary solution
strategies through the input functions to the solver.

Problem and Motivation As for evaluation of solution abilities, we chose
to concentrate on the ’low autocorrelation binary sequences’ (LABS) problem
(prob005 in [1]). Here, a sequence of N bits, each with value σi ∈ {+1,−1},
is considered, and a minimum over all configuration of bits is sought for the
autocorrelation parameter E =

∑n−1
k=1 C

2
k , where Ck =

∑N−k−1
i=0 σiσi+k.

The main reasons we chose this problem for our experiments was that on one
hand, this problem was studied extensively (see [15, 21] and references therein),
and on the other hand, it poses a significant challenge for stochastic methods [25].
This is because the topography of the problem consists of many local minima,
with global minima extremely scarce and confined to single-bit neighborhoods
(“golf-course topography”).

To the best of our knowledge, the best results reported to date for the LABS
problem were obtained [21] using Constrained Local Search (CLS), which is a
hybrid prune-based/stochastic algorithm designed for this problem5. Below, we
will compare our results with the results of Ref. [21].

5 Note added: results for N larger than considered here were recently reported in [5].
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Model We have modeled the LABS problem as follows. For a given N , a single
bit string variable v of length N is defined. In addition, n − 1 constraints are
constructed, each defined by a cost function returning C2

k , where the values σi
in the definition of Ck are equal to 2vi− 1, vi being the value of the ith bit in v.
v is initialized randomly. We have not implemented any special input functions
for this problem, but rather used the same functions as in section 3.2.

LABS is not, strictly speaking, a CSP, but rather an optimization problem.
Nevertheless, SVRH treats LABS as a CSP, with the only addition that we
monitor the evolving cost of the state, at any time keeping the lowest-cost state
found so far. No other modifications are done to SVRH when applying it to
optimization problems.

Results We performed experiments on instances of LABS with 45 ≤ N ≤ 48
(these are the four hardest instances for which results are reported in Ref. [21]).
Results of these experiments are summarized in Table 3: for each N , the table
shows the number of restarts, the total number of attempts tried, the number
of successful attempts according to the type of the attempt, and the run time6.
Detailed examination of the learned data shows a large preference to small step
sizes, but also distinguished preference to some large step size values (e.g., for
N = 45, a relatively large success rate for steps of size 35-40, and a very low
success rate for steps of size 10-15). In addition, a clear preference is seen to
some unique combination of bits, indicating the existence of preferred directions.
Similar behavior was noticed also in the floating point verification problem.

The table also shows numbers of backtracks and run times in the CLS ex-
periment [21]. With the exception of N = 48, SVRH shows results which are
comparable to or better than those obtained by CLS (when comparing SVRH
attempts with numbers of CLS backtracks, we should remember that for each
backtrack step there is at least one forward step). These results are remarkable
for three main reasons: first, SVRH is purely stochastic, while CLS has a strong
pruning component. As mentioned earlier, LABS is expected to be a particularly
hard problem for stochastic search. Second, SVRH is a highly generic algorithm,
while CLS was optimized for LABS, and third, no special domain knowledge was
provided to SVRH for this problem.

4 Discussion

We have presented SVRH, a stochastic CSP solver that relies heavily on stochas-
tic moves and on learning of the high-level structure of the topography of the
CSP. The solver may also accept user-domain knowledge. The algorithm was
outlined and then detailed. This algorithm is based on, and mimics, a zero-
temperature physical process governing the dynamics of localized electrons in
disordered materials.

6 Runs were performed on a mid-end IBM PowerPC workstation.
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Table 3. SVRH results on the LABS problem. The actual sequences found are
82121121231234321111111 for N = 45, 111111112212112132134328 for N = 46, and
242124213131131411121114 for N = 47. (Numbers in the sequence indicate maximal
lengths of contiguous series of +1’s and -1’s, so + + + +−−+−+−− is represented
by 421112) For N = 45 and N = 46 those sequences were already found in Refs. [21]
and [15], respectively. However, the sequence for N = 47 is new. SVRH failed to find
a solution for N = 48 within the time limit of 5 hours.

Attempts Successful attempts CLS results [21]
N E restarts ×106 random user-defined learned hours backtracks×106 hours

45 118 3677 136 4931 37158 23248 1.32 368 14.70

46 131 13991 179 18959 135935 86825 1.74 35 1.44

47 135 18144 242 24757 184964 118036 2.35 165 7.30

48 – – – – – – – 78 3.36

In some sense, the solver may be viewed as a brute-force stochastic solver (the
fact that typically only 10−5–10−3 of attempts lead to hops supports this view).
Still, in all problems we experimented on, the solver sampled only a minute
fraction of the state space (a fraction much smaller than the reciprocal of the
number of solutions). The only reason the solver could eventually reach a solution
is the policy it uses regarding when to hop, and the advantageous learning of the
problem (as concluded from the observed repeated choice of previously successful
step-sizes and directions).

The SVRH algorithm is of particular value for classes of CSPs that are hard
for systematic algorithms. Still, there are such cases that are hard also for SVRH.
For example, CSPs with constraints for which any natural choice of a cost func-
tion would return a constant (or nearly constant) cost for all states violating the
constraint (inequality constraint is one example). In the future we intend to add
to the solver the ability to do implications (and thus pruning) after stochastic
hops the solver takes. Other future functionality which may enhance the solver is
the ability to use static learning databases for classes of similar CSPs, and more
sophisticated dynamic learning schemes. Finally, a more convenient modeling
scheme may be designed to deal with integer domains.
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Abstract. The impact of problem structure on search is a relevant issue in arti-
ficial intelligence and related areas. Among the possible approaches to analyze
problem structure, the one referring to constraint graph enables to relate graph
parameters and characteristics with search algorithm behavior. In this work, we
investigate the behavior of local search applied to SAT instances associated to
graphs with small-world topology. Small-world graphs, such as friendship net-
works, have low characteristic path length and high clustering. In this work, we
first present a procedure to generate SAT instances characterized by a constraint
graph with a small-world topology. Then we show experimental results concern-
ing the behavior of local search algorithms applied to this benchmark.

1 Introduction

The impact of problem structure on search is a relevant issue in artificial intelligence
and related areas. In order to design and tune effective and efficient algorithms for Con-
straint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs), the relations between structural problem features
and algorithm performance have to be investigated. These relations have been studied
from different perspectives. Studies on the impact of problem structure on heuristic
search can be found, for example, in [2, 31, 28, 15]. Important results and observations
on structure and problem hardness are reported in [10, 8, 9]. The effects of problem
encoding on instance structure are discussed in [14, 3]. Finally, the search algorithms
behavior w.r.t. graph properties of some constraint satisfaction problems and combina-
torial optimization problems has been discussed in [27, 26].

The definition of structure emerging from the literature on CSPs is usually based
on the informal notion of a property enjoyed by non-random problems. Thus, struc-
tured is used to indicate that the instance is derived from a real-world problem or it
is an instance generated with some similarity with a real-world problem. Commonly,
we say structured for a problem that shows, at a given level of abstraction, regularities
such as well defined subproblems, patterns or correlations among problem variables.
Quantitative measures of structure can also be introduced, such as entropy (see for ex-
ample [11]), small-world proximity [26] and compression ratio [23].

In this work, we focus on one among the possible ways of characterizing the struc-
ture of a problem: We analyze the structure of links among its components, i.e., the
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network that connects the components. Some problems suggest a natural structural de-
scription, since they have a representation that can be directly used for structure anal-
ysis. A classical example are problems defined on graphs, such as the Graph Coloring
Problem and the k-Cardinality Tree Problem. In general, for CSPs a constraint graph
can be defined, in which nodes correspond to variables and edges connect two variables
if there exists a constraint involving them1. Hence, the structure of any CSP can be
characterized by a graph.

Relevant features of a graph that can affect search behavior are, for example, the
average node degree and its distribution, the path length and the clustering. The impact
of node degree distribution on search has been studied in [27, 18, 22, 19]. In this work,
we investigate the relations between the small-world property and search algorithm per-
formance. Small-world graphs [29, 30] are characterized by the simultaneous presence
of two properties: the average number of hops connecting any pair of nodes is low and
the clustering is high. Social networks defined on the basis of friendship relationships
are a typical example of graphs with a small-world topology.

The impact of small-world topology on search problems (e.g., Graph Coloring Prob-
lem) has been discussed in [26], where it is shown that many Constraint Satisfaction
Problems and Combinatorial Optimization Problems have a small-world topology and
the search cost can be characterized by a heavy-tail distribution.

In this work, we report experimental results concerning the behavior of local search
applied to instances of the Satisfiability Problem (SAT) with a constraint graph char-
acterized by a small-world topology. The aim of these experiments is to answer the
question whether small-world SAT instances are harder to solve than the others and if
this behavior is common to different local search algorithms.

The contribution of this work is twofold. First, we define a procedure to construct
SAT instances with a lattice structure, along with a method to generate small-world SAT
instances. Then, we test three local search algorithms on the generated benchmark.
Results show that the behavior strongly differentiates across the algorithms. In some
cases, results show that many harder instances are located in the small-world area. This
empirical analysis shows that, even if local search can be affected by instance structure,
an important role is played by the actual search space exploration strategy.

This paper is structured as follows. Sec.2 introduces the basic concepts of small-
world graphs and graphs associated to SAT instances. In Sec.3, we describe the prop-
erties of the instances composing the testbed and the procedure used to generate them.
Sec.4 presents experimental results obtained by applying three different local search
algorithms, namely WalkSAT, GSAT and Iterated local search. We conclude by briefly
discussing the results obtained and outlining future work.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we succinctly introduce small-world graphs and the graph associated to
SAT instances.

Given a graph G = (V,E), where V is the set of nodes and E the set of edges, the
characteristic path length L(G) of G is formally defined as the median of the means

1 We restrict our considerations to binary constraints.
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Fig. 1. Constraint graph associated to the SAT instance (a∨¬b)∧ (b∨d)∧ (c∨¬d∨¬e)

of the shortest paths connecting each node v ∈ V to all other nodes. The clustering
coefficient is defined on the basis of the notion of neighborhood. The neighborhood Γv
of a node v ∈ V is the subgraph consisting of the nodes adjacent to v (not including v
itself). The clustering of a neighborhood is defined as:

γv = |E(Γv)|

(kv
2 )

,

where |E(Γv)| is the number of edges in Γv and kv is the number of neighbors of
v. Therefore, γv is the ratio between the number of edges of the neighborhood and
the maximum number of edges it can have. The clustering coefficient γ of a graph G is
defined as the average of the clustering values γv for all v∈V . For example, we compute
L and γ for the graph depicted in Fig.1. The characteristic path length is the median of
the average path lengths of the nodes a, b, c, d and e, i.e., L = median{ 9
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4 = 1.75. The clustering γ is the average of the neighborhood clustering values, i.e.,
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Typically, random graphs are characterized by low characteristic path length and

low clustering, whilst regular graphs (such as lattices) have high values for L and γ.
Conversely, small-world graphs are characterized by low L and high γ.

In this work, we apply the notion of small-world to a graph associated to SAT in-
stances. SAT belongs to the class of NP-complete problems [5] and can be stated as
follows: given a set of clauses, each of which is the logical disjunction of k > 2 literals
(a literal is a variable negated or not), we ask whether an assignment to the variables
exists that satisfies all the clauses.

The graph we associate to a SAT instance is an undirected graph G = (V ,A), where
each node vi ∈ V corresponds to a variable and edge (vi,v j) ∈ A (i 6= j) if and only
if variables vi and v j appear in a same clause2. For instance, in Fig.1 the graph corre-
sponding to the formula F1 = (a∨¬b)∧ (b∨d)∧ (c∨¬d∨¬e) is depicted.

Observe that the same graph corresponds to more than one formula, since nodes are
connected by only one arc even if the corresponding variables belong to more than one
clause. For brevity, in the following we will refer to this simple graph we defined to as
SATgraph. Having a set of clauses associated to the same graph, makes this representa-
tion quite rough. Nevertheless, in the following, it will be shown that some properties of
the SATgraph can strongly affect the behavior of local search applied to SAT instances.

2 This graph has apparent similarities with the constraint graph defined for constraint satisfaction
problems.
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Increasing randomness

Regular Small−world Random

Fig. 2. Morphing between a lattice graph and a random graph. Small-world graphs can be ob-
tained by randomly rewiring just a few links between nodes.

3 Small-world SAT instances

In order to explore the behavior of search algorithms on small-world SAT instances, we
generated a benchmark by morphing between instances constructed on lattice graphs
and random instances. The core idea of the morphing procedure is derived from [6],
wherein a method that enables to generate instances gradually morphing from a source
to a destination instance is presented. This procedure is also quite similar to the one
used in [30] to generate small-world graphs by interpolating between lattice and ran-
dom graphs (see Fig.2). Starting from a lattice graph, links are randomly removed and
rewired. Small-world graphs can be obtained by randomly rewiring just a few links
between nodes.

SAT instances with a small-world graph topology can be obtained by morphing be-
tween a SAT instance associated to a lattice graph and a random SAT instance. There-
fore, we have first to define a procedure to construct SAT instances associated to a
lattice graph. Instead of starting from a SAT formula, expressed as a conjunction of
clauses, we start from a graph with the desired topology and we use it as a skeleton for
generating a SAT formula.

The starting graph is a lattice graph. Lattice graphs have a very regular topology and
every node is connected to a fixed (usually quite small) number of neighbors. Examples
of lattice graphs are ring lattices (also called cycles) and hypercubes. For instance, a
lattice graph in which every node has four neighbors is depicted in Fig.3. Observe that
the graph can be seen as a circular structure with adjunctive links connecting neighbors
at distance 2.

Once obtained the graph with the given topology, we have to assign variables to
nodes and to generate the clauses of the formula. The first step can be completed very
easily by assigning variables in order: variable xi is assigned to node i, for i = 1, . . . ,n.
The generation of clauses, i.e., of a formula that can be mapped into the given lattice
graph, is a bit more complex. First of all, we remind that the graph associated to a
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Fig. 3. Example of lattice graph. Each node has 4 neighboring nodes.
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Fig. 4. Construction of the first clause involv-
ing variable x1.
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Fig. 5. Construction of the second clause in-
volving variable x1.

SAT instance, as previously defined, corresponds to a set of SAT instances. Therefore,
it is important to define a given structure for the formula. Our choice is to follow the
usual experimental settings for random generated SAT instances: 3-SAT formulas with
controlled ratio m/n, where n is the number of variables and m the number of clauses.

In the following, we describe the algorithm to generate 3-SAT instances with given
ratio m/n on a lattice graph. The generalization of the algorithm to k-SAT instances
is straightforward. The high level algorithm is described in Alg.1. The algorithm is
structured in two phases. In the first phase, a minimal set of clauses is generated to
obtain a formula that can be represented by the given lattice graph. In the second phase,
the additional required number of clauses is generated by adding clauses randomly
chosen from the first set and by randomly changing the sign of literals.

In the first phase, clauses of three literals are constructed, by taking in turn each
variable as a pivot and adding two subsequent variables (see Fig.4 and Fig.5). In order
to avoid repetitions of clauses, for every variable xi only subsequent variables x j, j > i
(modulo n) are considered. Indeed, given the symmetry of the graph, the clauses involv-
ing the symmetric part of neighbors will be generated by using those neighbors as pivot
(see Fig.6 and Fig.7).

A complete example of a lattice-3-SAT instance with n = 6, m = 12 and nodes with
4 neighbors is the following:
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Algorithm 1 Generation of a 3-SAT instance on a lattice graph
INPUT: n, m, γ {γ is the number of neighbors}
OUTPUT: 3-SAT formula Φ = {C1, . . . ,Cm} with n variables and m clauses associated to a
lattice graph with n nodes with γ neighbors each.

Build a lattice graph G(n,γ) (on a circle) with n nodes with γ neighbors each;
Assign variables (clockwise) to nodes;
Φ← /0
for i = 1 to n−1 do

The neighbors of xi are N + = {xi+1, . . . ,xi+γ/2} (mod n) and N −= {xi−1, . . . ,xi−γ/2} (mod
n);
for each pair x j,x j+1 in N + do

Construct the clause C = xi∨ x j ∨ x j+1
Negate each variable in C with probability 0.5;
Φ←Φ∪C

end for
end for
{Now the number of clauses is |Φ|= n(γ/2−1) }
while |Φ|< m do

repeat
Pick randomly a clause C′ in Φ;
Negate each variable in C′ with probability 0.5;

until a new clause C′ is generated
Φ←Φ∪C′

end while

x1
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x7

x6

x5

x4

x3

2x

Fig. 6. Construction of the third clause involv-
ing variable x1. The pivot is variable x6.
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x5

x4
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2x

Fig. 7. Construction of the fourth clause in-
volving variable x1. The pivot is variable x7.

Φ = {(¬x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3),(x2 ∨¬x3 ∨ x4),(¬x3 ∨ x4 ∨ x5),(¬x4 ∨¬x5 ∨ x6),(x5 ∨ x6 ∨
x1),(x6∨x1∨x2),(¬x5∨x6∨¬x1),(x3∨x4∨¬x5),(¬x5∨x6∨x1),(x2∨x3∨¬x4),(x6∨
¬x1∨ x2),(¬x2∨ x3∨ x4)}.
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Fig. 8. Characteristic path length L, clustering γ and proximity ratio µ for instances generated
by morphing from a lattice SAT instance to a random SAT instance of 500 variables and 1500
clauses.

The instances composing the benchmark are generated by morphing between a lat-
tice SAT instance and a random one. Each instance is obtained by taking from the lattice
SAT instance all the clauses except for a prefixed number which are randomly chosen
from a random SAT instance with the same number of variables and clauses. This pro-
cedure is indeed very similar to the morphing procedure described in [6], but in this
case we control the exact number of clauses taken from the destination instance. In this
way it is possible to smoothly interpolate from lattice to random and observe the arising
of small-world properties in SAT instances.

In order to have a quantitative measure of the small-world characteristic, we intro-
duce the proximity ratio µ [26], defined as the ratio between clustering and characteris-
tic path length, normalized with the same ratio corresponding to a random graph, i.e.,
µ = (γ/L)/(γrand/Lrand). In Fig.8, the clustering and the characteristic path length of
SAT instances gradually interpolating from lattice to random are plotted (in semi-log
scale). We observe that L drops very rapidly with the introduction of clauses from the
random instance. Conversely, γ maintains a relatively high value for a higher amount
of perturbation. The instances with low length and high clustering are characterized
by the small-world property. This is also indicated by the proximity ratio curve, which
approximately assumes its maximum in correspondence of that region.

We generated four sets of instances (respectively with 100, 200, 500 and 800 vari-
ables), each obtained by morphing between a lattice 3-SAT and a random 3-SAT with
same number of variables and clauses. All the generated instances are satisfiable (unsat-
isfiable instances have been filtered by means of a complete solver). The ratio between
the number of clauses and the number of variables is 3, lower than the so-called critical
ratio (which is close to 4.3 for 3-SAT instances [1, 17, 12]). This is due to the structure
of lattice SAT instances which turned out to be almost all unsatisfiable at the critical
ratio.
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Fig. 9. Proximity ratio of the instances composing the benchmark.

In Fig.9, the proximity ratio of the instances composing the benchmark is plotted.
The value µ ranges approximately from 0.5 to 10. We can observe the typical behavior
of instances interpolating between regular and random instances.

In the next section we present experimental results on the behavior of local search
algorithms on the benchmark defined.

4 Experimental Results

Some constraint satisfaction problems and combinatorial optimization problems with
small-world topology have been found to require a higher computational search cost
with respect to “non small-world” ones [26]. Since those results only concerned com-
plete algorithms, we ask whether this behavior can also be observed in the case of
approximate algorithms, namely local search.

We performed a series of experiments aimed at checking whether small-world SAT
instances are harder to solve than both regular (lattice) and random ones. In the fol-
lowing, we will use the notion of hardness referred to the pair 〈instance,algorithm〉.
We estimate the hardness by means of the search cost, namely the number of iterations
required for the algorithm to find a satisfying assignment. Since the algorithms we deal
with are stochastic, we run each of them 1000 times on the same instance and we took
the median value. We emphasize that we use the concept of hardness referring to a
given algorithm A and we say that an instance I1 is harder than I2 if the search cost (as
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defined above) for solving I1 via A is higher than that of I2. Even if this definition of
hardness is grounded to the algorithm used, in general it is possible to observe that a
class of instances is harder than another class for a set of algorithms. This case reveals
that there is a characteristic of the class that makes the instances difficult for all the
considered algorithms.

We applied three different local search procedures, that are based on different heuris-
tic strategies. The algorithms we considered are WalkSAT [24], GSAT [25] and Iterated
local search (ILS, [16, 20]). GSAT was the first effective local search algorithm pro-
posed for SAT. It applies a greedy strategy, by flipping the variable that increases the
number of satisfied clauses the most. GSAT suffers from frequent stagnation, therefore
its performance is often not satisfactory for large instances. WalkSAT is based on the
principle of repair: It randomly chooses one unsatisfied clause and flips one variable
within it. There are some different heuristics for the choice of the variable to flip [13].
In our implementation, we applied a GSAT-like heuristic, i.e., the variable that produces
the largest increment in the number of satisfied clauses is flipped (no random walk is
performed). WalkSAT has usually a far better performance than GSAT. Nevertheless,
both algorithms lack a global strategy that could guide them during the exploration of
the search space. Algorithms equipped with such a strategy are commonly called meta-
heuristics [4]. In order to extend the diversity of the techniques compared, we applied
also an ILS designed to attack SAT and MAXSAT problems [20, 21]. In essence, this
metaheuristic is a tabu search-based WalkSAT guided by a strategy that tunes both the
tabu tenure and the intensification/diversification balance by using the search history.

Results are shown in Figs. 10, 11 and 12. In the plots, we reported for each algo-
rithm the median iterations over 1000 runs on every instance. The algorithms run until
a feasible solution was found3.

Results are very interesting and show the complexity of empirical analysis of local
search behavior. First of all, we note that the behavior across the three algorithms is very
different. In the first two plots of Fig.10, we observe that some of the hardest instances
for WalkSAT are located in the small-world area. Nevertheless, for the instances of size
500 and 800, the search cost regularly increases –linearly in log scale– while morphing
from lattice to random. This peculiar behavior requires a deeper investigation and from
these preliminary results we can only conjecture that size scaling amplifies a charac-
teristic of the instances such that the more random the instance structure, the harder
the instance for WalkSAT. GSAT and ILS show a mild tendency of requiring higher
search cost in the vicinity of the small-world area, as shown in Fig.11 and Fig.12, re-
spectively. The hardest instances for GSAT and ILS are the ones located in the first
part of the plots, i.e., the instances with strong lattice/small-world topologies4. In some
plots, we also observe that the instances corresponding to the maximal proximity ratio

3 In the case of GSAT, due to the extremely high execution time, we stopped the algorithm at a
maximum number of non-improving moves and we reported the success ratio, i.e., the number
of successful runs out of 1000.

4 The 800-2400 instances are indeed not solved by GSAT in the range corresponding to small-
world.
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Fig. 10. Search cost of WalkSAT across the instances, from lattice to random structure. Points
represent median iterations over 1000 runs. Log-scale on the y-axis has been used when neces-
sary.

are the hardest on average5. Nevertheless, this behavior is not regular nor clear and the
statistical correlation between search cost and proximity ratio is quite low.

The peculiar behavior observed is a clear signal that different factors other than
small-world topology affect algorithm behavior. Among the main factors, we consider
the search landscape characteristics induced by the SAT instance and the actual search
process performed by the algorithm on the landscape. In fact, the landscape characteris-
tics and the strategy used to explore it are the main elements that affect local search be-
havior. The relations between instance structure and search landscape are an extremely
important research issue, that is subject of ongoing work.

We conclude this section by showing results concerning the application of a com-
plete algorithm. The results clearly show that, in the case of tackling the benchmark
with a systematic technique, small-world SAT instances are the hardest. As a com-
plete solving procedure we chose BerkMin [7], one of the most efficient complete SAT
solvers available nowadays. The search cost has been evaluated as the number of vari-
able assignments performed by the algorithm before solving the instance. In Fig.13, the
search cost is plotted against the proximity ratio. We clearly observe that the higher the
proximity ratio, the higher the search cost.

5 This observation is also confirmed by evaluating a moving window average.
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Fig. 11. Search cost of GSAT across the instances, from lattice to random structure. In the upper-
most left plot, points represent median iterations over 1000 runs. The remaining plots report an
estimation of the search cost in terms of success ratio, i.e., the number of instances solved – given
a termination condition defined as the maximum number of non-improving moves.

5 Conclusion and Future work

In this work we have presented a procedure to generate SAT instances associated to
constraint graph with small-world topology. Small-world SAT instances are constructed
by introducing clauses from random instances into lattice graph based SAT ones.

We tackled the benchmark instances with three different local search-based algo-
rithms and observed their behavior across the whole spectrum, from regular lattice
to random topologies. Our aim was to check whether there is a positive correlation
between search cost and small-world topology of SAT instances, as observed when
small-world constraint satisfaction problems are tackled with systematic solvers. Re-
sults showed primarily that the behavior of local search algorithms is fairly different. In
some cases, we also observed that most of the hardest instances are concentrated in the
lattice/small-world area. Nevertheless, this result is not as clear as in the case of com-
plete solvers and further investigations are required. If the conjecture on the positive
correlation between instance hardness and proximity ratio is true, then the phenomenon
may be explained considering the locality of decisions taken by the heuristics, as sup-
posed in [26]: a locally good decision taken w.r.t. the clustering properties might be
wrong with respect to the whole graph.
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Fig. 12. Search cost of ILS across the instances, from lattice to random structure. Points represent
median iterations over 1000 runs. Log-scale on the y-axis has been used when necessary.

The study of relations between structure and local search behavior is still a partially
unexplored area. First of all, in this work we have just considered one of the possi-
ble ways of characterizing structure. Other definitions for graphs are possible (such as
weighted graphs), to capture different problem features and to extend our results to
problems other than SAT. Moreover, concerning local search algorithms, we believe
that the core issue to explain the algorithm behavior is the investigation of the relations
between problem structure and search landscape, and, in turn, search landscape and the
actual strategy used to explore it.
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Abstract. Branch-and-bound uses relaxation to prune search trees but
sometimes scales poorly to large problems. Conversely, local search often
scales well but may be unable to find optimal solutions, perhaps because
it does not exploit relaxation. Both phenomena occur in the construction
of low-autocorrelation binary sequences, a problem arising in communi-
cation engineering. This paper proposes a hybrid approach to optimiza-
tion: using relaxation to prune local search spaces. An implementation
gives competitive results, showing the feasibility of the approach.

1 Introduction

Branch-and-bound is a well-established approach to solving combinatorial opti-
mization problems (see [2] for example). It uses problem relaxations to compute
a cost bound in order to prune a search tree, which greatly speeds up backtrack
search. It is guaranteed to find optimal solutions and to prove them optimal.
However, it sometimes scales poorly to large problems. In such cases local search
is a useful alternative. Though it is not guaranteed to find an optimal solution,
its superior scalability often makes it indispensable.

A natural way to apply local search to optimization problems is to explore
the space of solutions while attempting to minimize the given cost function. For
example a well-known local search algorithm for the Traveling Salesman Problem
explores the space of tours (Hamiltonian cycles) by exchanging pairs of variable
assignments [13]. Exchanges that improve the cost function are always accepted
while other exchanges are only accepted under certain conditions. Most local
search algorithms for optimization problems similarly try to transform solutions
into better solutions, though they vary considerably in detail. Unfortunately this
natural approach is not always successful, for example the optimization problem
considered in this paper is considered to be very hard for local search. Previous
researchers have applied to this problem either randomized search to find large
sequences of high quality, or branch-and-bound search to find smaller optimal
sequences.

Thus finding optimal solutions to large problems is sometimes difficult. One
way forward is to find an improved local search algorithm but this may not
be possible. This paper describes an alternative approach: changing the local
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search space to allow pruning by relaxation, thus combining the scalability of lo-
cal search with the cost reasoning of branch-and-bound. The paper covers some
of the same ground as [21] but contains new results (in particular for skew-
symmetric sequences), modified heuristics and updated references. The remain-
der of this section introduces an optimization problem and summarizes previous
approaches to solving it, while subsequent sections describe the new approach,
evaluate it and draw conclusions.

2 The LABS problem

Consider a binary sequence S = (s1, . . . , sN ) where each si ∈ {1,−1}. The
off-peak autocorrelations of S are defined as

Ck(S) =

N−k
∑

i=1

sisi+k (k = 1 . . .N − 1)

and the energy of S as

E(S) =
N−1
∑

k=1

C2
k(S)

The low-autocorrelation binary sequence (LABS) problem is to assign values to
the si such that E(S) is minimized. A common measure of sequence quality is
the merit factor F (S) = N2/2E(S). Theoretical considerations [8] give an upper
bound on F (S) of approximately 12.32 as N −→∞, and empirical curve fitting
on known optimal sequences [14] yields an estimate of F ≈ 9.3 for large N . This
problem has many practical applications in communications engineering, and
is of theoretical interest to physicists because it models 1-dimensional systems
of Ising-spins. For our purposes it is mainly of interest as a difficult optimiza-
tion problem with a cheaply-computed relaxation, and several published papers
containing computational results.

2.1 Previous approaches

Much computer time has been devoted to finding sequences with high merit
factor. Since the 1970s researchers, many from the Physics community, have
applied various methods to the problem. Analytical methods have been used
to construct optimal sequences for certain values of N (see [15] for example),
but for the general case search is necessary. Two possibilities are systematic and
randomized search.

Systematic search usually involves the enumeration of possibilities by back-
tracking. Golay [8] used exhaustive enumeration to find optimal sequences for
N ≤ 32. Mertens [14] enumerated optimal sequences for N ≤ 48 using sys-
tematic search augmented with two techniques to reduce the size of the search
tree: branch-and-bound and symmetry breaking (at the time of writing this al-
gorithm has enumerated optimal sequences up to N = 581). Branch-and-bound

1 http://itp.nat.uni-magdeburg.de/˜mertens/bernasconi/open.dat
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improves performance significantly: a systematic search for sequences of length
44 took approximately 2 days, as opposed to an extrapolated 68 days for exhaus-
tive enumeration (on a Sun UltraSparc I 170 workstation). Symmetry breaking,
sometimes called symmetry exclusion, exploits the fact that sequences occur in
equivalence classes of size 8. However, even with these enhancements, system-
atic search is unlikely to scale up to large sequences, and it is conjectured that
for N > 100 progress will be made through mathematical insight rather than
computer power [14].

When systematic search becomes impractical, it is common to resort to ran-
domized methods such as simulated annealing, evolutionary algorithms, neu-
ral networks, ant colonies or hill climbing, which are often able to solve much
larger instances. Unfortunately they perform quite poorly on some problems and
finding optimal LABS solutions seems to be an example, despite decades of re-
search effort on simulated annealing [8, 4], evolutionary search [6, 16, 19, 31] and
other heuristic algorithms [3]. The cause is considered to be the search space,
whose cost function E has a very irregular structure with isolated minima [4].
Bernasconi [4] predicted that local search will be unable to find sequences with
merit factor greater than 5, and Mertens [14] suggested that local search al-
gorithms should be evaluated by the percentage of known optimal sequences
they find. Until recently [5] no reported randomized algorithm were able to find
optimal sequences (we discuss recent results below).

Thus neither systematic nor randomized search seems ideal for finding large
optimal sequences, a situation mirrored in some other combinatorial problems.
Though both systematic and randomized search are highly successful, neither is
seen as adequate for all problems [7] so new hybrid algorithms are of interest.

3 A hybrid approach

Before describing the new approach we digress to consider the well-known N-
queens problem. The aim is to place N queens on an N ×N chess board in such
a way that no queen attacks another (a queen attacks another if they lie on the
same row, column or diagonal). N-queens has no cost function to optimize: it is a
constraint satisfaction problem (CSP). A popular model for this problem uses N
variables each taking a value from the integer domain {1, . . . , N}, each variable
corresponding to a row and each value to a column. Systematic backtrack search
can solve instances only up to approximately 100 queens in a reasonable time,
but local search is much faster.

3.1 Local search for constraint satisfaction

The usual local search approach for a non-optimization CSP such as N-queens
is to transform it into an optimization problem: the search space is the set of
total assignments (all N queens are placed somewhere on the board) and the
cost function is the number of constraint violations (attacks). Figure 1(i) shows a
total assignment containing two constraint violations: the last queen can attack
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two others and vice-versa (attack is symmetrical). We may try to remove these
violations, at the risk of introducing new ones, by repositioning a queen involved
in a conflict, that is by reassigning a variable to another value. The Min-Conflicts
Hill-Climbing algorithm works in this way and solves large instances in a constant
number of local moves and linear time [17]. A similar approach is taken for many
other problems, for example the GSAT algorithm for Boolean satisfiability [30].
(For optimization problems in which legal solutions are hard to find, the two
cost functions may be combined as a weighted sum. Local search then tries to
reduce solution cost and infeasibility at the same time.)

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

(i) inconsistent total assignment (ii) consistent partial assignment

Fig. 1. Two search spaces for N-queens

However, a non-computer scientist might intuitively design a different form of
local search for N-queens: starting from an empty board, place queens randomly
in non-attacked positions; when a queen cannot be placed, randomly remove
one or more placed queens; repeat until all queens are placed. The states of this
algorithm correspond to consistent partial assignments in our model, as shown in
Figure 1(ii). We may add and remove queens randomly, or bias the choice using
heuristics. This algorithm explores a different space but is still local search.
The number of unassigned variables (unplaced queens) is the cost function to
be minimized. No queens can be added to the state in Figure 1(ii), which is
therefore a local minimum under this function.

This approach to N-queens was found to be inferior to Min-Conflicts, but
when further techniques were added (including constraint propagation) it was
able to solve large instances in even fewer search steps [24]. A few other local
search algorithms explore partial assignments: the open-shop scheduling algo-
rithm of [11]; the timetabling algorithm of [29], which allows some constraint
violations; the IMPASSE class of graph colouring algorithms [12, 18], in which a
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consistent partial assignment is called a coloration neighbourhood ; the colouring
algorithm of [22] which prunes an IMPASSE-style search by constraint propa-
gation; and the SAT algorithms of [10, 21, 27].

3.2 An alternative local search space

The above ideas suggest treating LABS (and other optimization problems) as a
series of CSPs with decreasing energy. Each CSP requires the construction of a
sequence under a constraint E(A) ≤ U , where A is a partial sequence, E(A) is
the energy of A, and U is an upper bound. As above, each CSP may be solved
by applying local search to minimize the number of unassigned variables. If this
can be reduced to zero then A is a total assignment (a complete sequence) whose
energy is no greater than U . By iteratively decreasing U we may eventually find
an optimal sequence.

This may appear to be a convoluted way of applying local search to an op-
timization problem, but it is worth exploring for several reasons. Firstly, there
is the simple hope that changing the search space and cost function will make
some problems easier to solve. Secondly, the computation of a lower bound on
E(A) provides an opportunity for exploiting relaxation, yielding an interesting
hybrid of local search and branch-and-bound. Thirdly, a similar approach has
yielded good results on graph colouring [22], Boolean satisfiability [21, 23, 27],
maximum cliques [24], Golomb rulers [24], block design [26] and a sports schedul-
ing problem [26]. For these problems we combined local search with constraint
propagation via the same form of non-systematic backtracking. The aim of the
method described in this paper is to extend the approach from Constraint Pro-
gramming to Operations Research, by combining local search with relaxation
instead of propagation.

3.3 The algorithm

The algorithm will be referred to as LSR (Local Search with Relaxation) and is
shown in Figure 2. The optimize function finds a solution under a cost constraint
given by an upper bound U (initially set to∞), decrements the upper cost bound
by ∆ to ensure that future solutions have lower cost, and continues. For general
optimization problems we would use ∆ = 1, but for LABS it is known [16] that
sequences have energy differing by multiples of 4 so we can set ∆ = 4 (when
searching among the skew-symmetric sequences below we can set ∆ = 8).

The solve function finds a solution A: a set of N variable assignments, one
per binary variable, defining a sequence whose energy is no greater than U .
Not shown is a simple heuristic: the search for each solution starts by trying to
reuse the previous solution. Termination occurs when the lower cost bound L is
reached; this may never occur, so a time limit must be imposed.

The solve function finds a solution as follows. The set of assignments A is
initially empty and the set of unassigned variables V initially contains all N
variables. At each iteration an unassigned variable v is selected from V and the
set D ⊆ {−1, 1} of consistent assignments is (lazily) computed. A consistent
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function optimize({s1, . . . , sN}, L)
U = ∞
while U ≥ L

A = solve({s1, . . . , sN}, U)
U = E(A) − ∆

return A

function solve({s1, . . . , sN}, U)
A = {}, V = {s1, . . . , sN}
while V 6= {}

s = select-variable(V )
D = {d ∈ {−1, 1} | E(A ∪ {(s=d)}) ≤ U}
if D 6= {}

d = select-value(D)
A = A ∪ {(s=d)}, V = V \ {s}

else
(s′=d) = select-assignment(A)
A = A \ {(s′=d)}, V = V ∪ {s′}

return A

Fig. 2. The LSR algorithm for LABS

assignment is one that does not violate the cost constraint, that is the energy of
the partial sequence must be no greater than U .

If D is not empty then one of its values is selected, the new assignment added
to A, and the newly assigned variable removed from V . If D is empty then A
cannot be extended to a solution, so at least one assignment must be undone.
For LABS one unassignment seems to be sufficient (though in principle more
than one may be necessary) and it is selected heuristically (select-assignment)
from A, deleted from A, and the newly unassigned variable added to V . The
search proceeds until V is empty in which case A is a solution; the search is
non-systematic so this may never occur.

Variable selection is performed by a heuristic (select-variable). With proba-
bility p it selects a random member of V , otherwise it selects the most recently
unassigned variable. This heuristic produces a slowly-changing set of assigned
variables. The value of p is set to 1/(10N × 1.06N); this function was chosen
empirically and we do not claim that it is optimal, nor even that it should be
of this form. The assignment selection heuristic (select-assignment) is random.
The value selection heuristic (select-value) depends upon the selected variable:
if this was the most recently unassigned variable then the heuristic prefers the
unused value, otherwise it prefers the value last assigned to that variable. If the
preferred value cannot be used without violating the cost constraint then the
other value is used. The aim is to produce a minimal change in the search state,
either in the values of the assigned variables or in the set of assigned variables.
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In order to minimize the minimum energy

Emin(A) = min

(

N−1
∑

k=1

Ck(A)2

)

of a partial sequence A, the relaxation

E∗

min(A) =

N−1
∑

k=1

min(Ck(A)2)

can be used as a lower bound E∗

min(A) ≤ Emin(A). Because E∗

min(A) is still
expensive to calculate, Mertens’ branch-and-bound algorithm uses a cheap lower
bound Eb(A) ≤ E∗

min(A) based on an arbitrary completion of the current partial
sequence. We take a similar definition for Eb(A) that is not based on an arbitrary
sequence but still provides a lower bound for E∗

min(A). Define a product sisj to
be computable if si and sj are both assigned in the current partial sequence A.
Then let

Eb(A) =

N−1
∑

k=1

Lk(A)

where Lk(A) = max(bk, |Tk(A)| − Fk(A))2, bk = (N − k) mod 2, Tk(A) is the
sum of its computable products, and Fk(A) is the number of its uncomputable
products. The reasoning is that the sum Tk(A) of the computable products may
be offset by the sum of the uncomputable products, which is no greater than
Fk(A). If |Tk(A)| − Fk(A) > 0 then (|Tk(A)| − Fk(A))2 is a lower bound on
Ck(A). If |Tk(A)| − Fk(A) ≤ 0 then we cannot use the computable products to
compute a lower bound. But we also know that Ck(A) ≥ bk because if N − k is
odd then Ck(A) 6= 0, so the lower bound can be refined slightly by using bk.

The value of Eb can be computed incrementally. On [un]assigning a variable
si the algorithm does the following for each occurrence sisw in each Ck where sw

is assigned: subtract Lk(A) from Eb, decrement [increment] Fk(A), add [subtract]
sisw to Tk(A), recalculate Lk(A), and add it to Eb(A). The occurrences of each
variable si are stored in a table, together with the numbers w and k.

3.4 A note on symmetry breaking

Mertens’ algorithm benefits from symmetry breaking: a sequence S can be re-
versed, have all their values inverted, or have alternate values inverted, without
changing E(S). Thus sequences occur in equivalence classes of size 8 (apart from
a few sequences such as palindromes) and this fact can be used to reduce the
search space significantly. It seems natural to exploit this technique in our algo-
rithm also, but we believe that it will be counter-productive. In experiments on
several combinatorial problems, symmetry breaking was found to have a harm-
ful effect on local search performance [25]. Symmetry breaking can cause the
search to lured into regions of the search space containing only excluded solu-
tions. Dynamic symmetry breaking techniques can counteract this effect [1] and
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have been applied to LABS with backtrack search, but with randomized search
the size of the search space is less important than the density and distribution
of solutions. We therefore do not exclude symmetries.

4 Experimental results

In this section the LSR algorithm is evaluated on LABS instances. The algorithm
is implemented in C and all experiments are performed on a 733 MHz Pentium
III.

4.1 Optimal sequences

First we evaluate its ability to find known optimal sequences. We calculated the
median CPU time over 100 runs taken by the algorithm to find optimal sequences
for N = 20, 21, . . . , 40. By linear regression on the logarithm of the CPU time we
find that the time taken to find an optimal solution is O(1.51N), shown in Figure
3 as a straight line — an improvement over our previous result [21]. Exhaustive
enumeration takes O(2N ), while branch-and-bound takes O(1.85N) to find opti-
mal solutions and to prove them optimal [14]. A recent evolutionary algorithm
[5] takes O(1.40N ). All these results were calculated using different methods and
cannot be directly compared, but if proving optimality is unnecessary then LSR
is clearly an attractive option.
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Fig. 3. Performance on optimal sequences
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4.2 A long sequence

Next we use LSR to find sequences of length N = 61, which is currently just
beyond the range of results found by branch-and-bound. de Groot et al. [6]
found sequences up to F = 6.5 using evolutionary strategies. Bernasconi [4]
found F ≈ 6.8 using simulated annealing. A previous LSR implementation [21]
found a sequence with F = 7.56. Brglez et al. [5] recently found sequences with
F = 8.23 after an average of 27.7 hours (on a 266 MHz workstation) and argue
that this is likely to be optimal. The best sequence found by LSR after a few
hours of computation is

33211112111235183121221111311311

also with F = 8.23 (E = 226). Following convention, the sequence is shown in
run-length notation, each number indicating the number of consecutive elements
with the same value. For example a sequence

(1, 1,−1, 1,−1,−1,−1,−1, 1)

would be written 21141. (For runs of length greater than 9 upper-case letters
are used with A=10, B=11 etc.)

4.3 Skew-symmetric sequences

Finally we apply LSR to larger sequences. Because most randomized search
algorithms fail to find optimal sequences they are usually applied to LABS via
a sieve to restrict the search to a promising subspace. The most common sieve
is skew-symmetry [8]: only sequences of odd length, with N = 2n − 1 for some
n, satisfying

sn+i = (−1)isn−i (i = 1 . . . n− 1)

are considered, roughly halving the number of independent variables in the prob-
lem and thus greatly reducing the search space. Such sequences often have good
merit factors because Ck = 0 for all odd k. Note that the restriction to skew-
symmetric sequences should not be confused with symmetry breaking. We do
not exclude symmetrically equivalent sequences, but sequences that do not pos-
sess a symmetry property. Whereas symmetry breaking allows to recovery of all
solutions to a problem, there is no guarantee that the best sequence of given
length N is skew-symmetric (a counter-example is N = 61).

Optimal skew-symmetric sequences have been enumerated by branch-and-
bound for N ≤ 71 [6]. Skew-symmetry is added to LSR by searching on vari-
ables {s1, . . . , sn} and adjusting the energy computations to add or subtract
increments from the corresponding variables in {sn+1, . . . , sN}. The probability
p used for variable selection is set as above, but with n in place of N because
we now have n independent variables instead of N : p = 1/(10n× 1.06n). LSR is
able to find optimal skew-symmetric sequences, for example finding the optimal
skew-symmetric sequence for N = 61 (with E = 230 and F = 8.09) in a few
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minutes. For sequences longer than 71 several randomized algorithms have been
applied. [3] evaluate five local search algorithms. [16], [6] and [28] apply evolu-
tionary strategies, which use no genetic recombination. [31] and [19] apply other
evolutionary algorithms with recombination operators. [9] use a heuristic based
on the observation that the interleaved sequences typically each have high merit
factors.

N Beenker Golay Wang de Groot Reinholz Mühlenbein Militzer LSR
73 7.49 7.66 7.66

75 8.25 8.20 8.25

77 8.10 8.28 8.28

79 7.34 7.67 7.67

81 7.32 8.20 8.04 8.20 8.20 8.20 8.20

83 7.81 9.14 9.14

85 7.03 8.17 8.17

87 7.46 8.39 8.39

89 7.56 8.18 8.18

91 7.13 8.68 8.68

93 7.23 8.61 8.61

95 7.15 9.42 9.42

97 7.35 8.78 8.78

99 7.28 8.38 8.49

101 6.06 8.36 6.91 8.36 8.36 8.36 8.82 8.36
103 5.90 9.56 7.77 9.56 9.56 9.56 9.56

105 6.07 8.89 7.61 8.25 8.78 8.89

107 6.53 8.46 8.46 8.46 8.36
109 6.15 8.97 8.97 8.97 8.97 7.84
111 6.02 8.97 8.97 8.97 7.95
113 6.33 8.49 8.49 8.49 8.49 8.31
115 6.40 8.60 8.88 7.79
117 6.42 8.12 8.71 8.71

119 6.01 7.67 8.02 7.54

Fig. 4. Merit factors for large skew-symmetric sequences

Figure 4 shows results for these algorithms and LSR on large sequences.
(Note that [3], and some papers citing them, give a skew-symmetric sequence
of length 75 and merit factor 9.25; this is a misprint and should read 8.25
— see http://www.cbl.ncsu.edu/OpenExperiments/LABS/ for further details.)
LSR was allowed one run of 109 steps per problem, each run taking several hours,
with a small number of additional runs when results were poor. Best results for
each N are shown in bold. Based on the available results LSR ranks above the
algorithms of Wang, Beenker et al. and de Groot et al., roughly level with that of
Mühlenbein, and below those of Reinholz, Golay & Harris, and Militzer et al. It
found an improved sequence 5255212212A311224 for N = 99 with E = 577 and
F = 8.49 and is not dominated by any other algorithm, but it is clearly not the
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best. These results demonstrate that using relaxation within local search can be
very competitive. In future work we hope to improve the results by evolutionary
techniques or heuristics such as those of Brglez et al.

5 Conclusion

We have shown that a branch-and-bound algorithm can be transformed into a
local search algorithm by using a randomized form of backtracking. The resulting
algorithm is quite different from the more usual local search approach to opti-
mization, in which the search space is the set of solutions to the problem, and
the objective function is given by the problem. In our approach the optimization
problem is reduced to a series of constraint satisfaction problems to be solved it-
eratively, with decreasing upper bounds on the given objective function. In each
iteration the search space is the set of partial solutions whose cost is bounded
by a relaxation, and the objective function to be minimized is the number of
unassigned variables. This provides a clean way of exploiting relaxation during
local search: essentially we perform local search in a branch-and-bound search
space. The approach is generic and we expect it to find application to other
optimization problems.

The new approach was evaluated on the notoriously difficult LABS optimiza-
tion problem with positive results. Firstly, it is the first reported randomized al-
gorithm to find optimal sequences (though another recent local search algorithm
has also achieved this). Secondly, it does so much more quickly than branch-and-
bound, as one would hope with local search. Thirdly, it performs competitively
against several other randomized algorithms on large skew-symmetric sequences,
finding an improved result. The algorithm is rather simple, leaving scope for fu-
ture improvement by techniques such as population-based search.

It should be noted that the success of the approach depends partly on the
cheapness of the relaxation computation. Expensive computation at each search
step is only worthwhile if the penalty for making a wrong choice is heavy. Com-
putation that is worth performing for backtrack search is less likely to be worth-
while for local search, and preliminary experiments with the Simplex algorithm
on mixed integer programs were less successful. However, it is unsurprising that
different algorithms require different trade-offs. In future work we intend to ex-
periment with other optimization problems with known cheap relaxations.

There seems to be little work in the literature that is closely related to our
approach. In [20] branch-and-bound is used to efficiently explore local search
neighbourhoods. In [32] branch-and-bound is used as an anytime algorithm,
referred to as truncated depth-first branch-and-bound , and shown to outperform
local search on instances of the Asymmetric Traveling Salesman Problem (this
problem could be an interesting application for LSR). Lagrangian relaxation has
been used to guide local search by several researchers. However, we know of no
other work that prunes local search space by using relaxation.
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